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Success mantras!
The new Finance Minister of the Modi Government, Ms Nirmala Sitharaman,
presented the Union Budget of this year with a pragmatic approach, aimed at
boosting investments at a time when the economy is showing signs of slowdown.
The Finance Minister sought to revive the growth with reduction in corporate tax
and sops to housing sector, start-ups and electric vehicles. The budget focusses on
reducing red tape, making best use of technology, building social infrastructure,
digital India, pollution-free India, Make in India, job creation in MSMEs and heavy
investments in infrastructure. There has been increasing emphasis on MSMEs, startups, defence manufacturing, automobiles, electronics, fabs and batteries, and
medical devices. Going further, the objective is making India a US$ 3 trillion
economy by the end of FY20 and US$ 5 trillion economy in the next five years.
Talking about the manufacturing sector, in particular, the ‘Make in India’ program
has placed the country on the world map as a manufacturing hub resulting into the
global recognition to the Indian economy. MNCs especially from mobile phone,
luxury and automobile segments, have already set up or are looking to establish their
manufacturing bases in the country. With this, the manufacturing sector of India has
potential to reach US$ 1 trillion by 2025 and India is expected to rank amongst the top
three growth economies & manufacturing destinations of the world by the year 2020.
Of late, there has been some uncertainty and volatility in the economy. Still, few
of industrial manufacturing firms have posted significant gains in their operating
margins despite the slowdown. The reason - these firms have made peak performance
with advanced technology adoption not just a goal, but a top priority. Bharat Forge
is one such company which has been showing growth, diversifications and
expansions consistently. Check out our interview with Mr Baba Kalyani, CMD of
Bharat Forge, in this issue, to know the secret behind the success.
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GUEST | EDITORIAL

Gautam K Ahuja

MANAGING DIRECTOR
DORMER PRAMET INDIA

We are seeing a big focus on
automation in the production processes
right now, with investments being made to
improve flexibility. This will help support
fluctuations in the market and enable quick
reactions to changing demand levels, as well
as increasing output, making the process
more efficient and improving quality. All
these activities form part of Industry 4.0.
However, this transition is not confined to
just complex machinery, but how customers
get their tools and the procurement chain
being digitalised.
The B2B industry is shifting towards
e-commerce and this has a lot to do with the
increase of young talent in the sector. Also,
more digital tools are being used across
organisations, such as, Microsoft Teams,
supporting the sales offices to the factory floor.
This offers better communication between
departments, increasing collaboration
and sharing information between people
in various locations around the world.

THE B2B INDUSTRY IS
SHIFTING TOWARDS
E-COMMERCE
As a global business, being able to share
information in a ‘live’ environment, such as,
product successes, latest developments and
best practices, can be a hugely beneficial.
Besides, round tools continue to be the
most popular amongst customers and this
product area is growing the quickest in
the market. Solid carbide tools, especially,
are seeing an increase in recent years, but
high-speed steel (HSS) tools continue to
show strong growth. As for cutting tools,
we believe the growth will come from the
aerospace industry which is in the nascent
stage in India and therefore, offers significant
potential. Other sectors that the Indian
Government has opened to the private sector

are railway and defence, which will also
support growth in these areas. The cutting
tool industry is ready for the challenge these
sectors bring and creating the products fit for
the future. New product development will
focus on providing customers with high tool
life and productivity. However, all segments
are subject to market conditions.
In addition, the automotive industry is
going through a difficult phase due to high
interest rates and the new emission norms
BSVI, which come into effect in April 2020.
Production levels are low, as all automotive
companies are in the change-over phase,
leading to lower consumption of cutting tools.
There is also pressure from the government
on the industry to deliver electric vehicles as
soon as possible. Nevertheless, with a normal
monsoon and festive season setting in, the
industry in India is likely to bounce back to
its previous volumes, and we should see the
country again, as one of the fastest growing
large economies in the world. ☐
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MARKET | NEWS

Autodesk highlights latest innovation at MoldFlow Summit 2019

Autodesk recently organised the Moldflow Summit 2019 in Pune. The event was witnessed by around 350 professionals in the manufacturing, automotive,
plastic engineering industry from companies like Tata Motors, Tata Technologies, Mahindra & Mahindra, Bajaj Auto, Whirlpool, LG, IFB, Schneider Electric,
DuPont, Indo German Tool Room (IGTR), among others. The event showcased the success stories of some customers along with Moldflow in the 4th industrial
revolution, its new features of and the related R&D.
In his keynote address, Mike Malkin, Sr Director, Global Sales - Autodesk Inc, discussed how automation will enable to do more, do it better, and do it with
less – less time, resource and negative impact on the world we live in. Malkin cited, “Autodesk is already aligned with new paradigms. And it is doing so by
leveraging the power of cloud and digital, to enable better planning, improved design and greater productivity. Also, Autodesk is enabling the uptake of new-age
concepts like Generative Design in Automotive and Manufacturing sector.”
A key highlight at the event was an interactive session on ‘Generative Design in action’, one of the latest innovations from the company for Indian customers. This
session was presented by Mark Hennebicque, Simulation Business Line Manager, Autodesk Inc. Generative Design mimics nature’s approach to design, it lets users
create highly optimised designs that meet predetermined goals and constraints. Machine-learning algorithms in computers detect patterns inherent in millions of 3D
models and generate taxonomies/ thousands of design options, without intervention by humans. With the computer working in a lifelike manner to solve problems,
designers can focus on the intention of their design—what they are trying to achieve—while the computer uses everything it knows to provide them with the best solution.

Godrej Material Handling launches ‘Godrej RenTRUST’

Godrej Material Handling recently announced Godrej RenTRUST, which is a rental brand that will provide 360-degree
solutions to customers encompassing manpower, machine, fuel and maintenance. With the launch of RenTRUST, it now
becomes the first Indian OEM to provide end-to-end rental of material handling equipment that serves 3PL, retail, e-commerce,
airports and manufacturing industry. RenTRUST will be operating pan India.
Godrej RenTRUST is the material handling equipment rental solutions provider with the widest product range, accessories
and value-added services. It offers not only equipment but fuel, service and trained manpower for a variety of applications
24x7. A first for the industry, the digital monitoring system enables customers to have a transparent view of the equipment
deployed at their facilities, submit and review logged requests and more. An IoT enabled fleet management system, it lets
customers track the equipment status, fleet productivity, fleet utilisation, equipment uptime in real time.
On the occasion of this strategic announcement, Anil Lingayat, Executive Vice President and Business Head, Godrej
Material Handling, quoted, “In the material handling industry, capex in equipment is only 13% of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
to a consumer. Godrej RenTRUST, will address the balance 87% of the TCO pie. It will provide end-to-end solutions to our
customers. We are proud of being the only material handling equipment rental solutions company in India with the widest
product range, accessories and value-added services.”
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BFW announces m2nxt Solutions

Bharat Fritz Werner (BFW) recently announced the incorporation of m2nxt Solutions. The new entity will provide complete offerings for Smart Manufacturing using
both, the cyber and physical automation and solutions. The company will be a knowledge- based solution provider for advanced manufacturing processes, including
jig & fixtures, IIoT, robotics and data analytics. Speaking at the announcement, Ravi Raghavan, MD, BFW, averred, “The digital transformation is bringing sweeping
paradigm shifts in the manufacturing segment. Our new subsidiary, m2nxt Solutions, will enable our clients to significantly enhance the efficiencies by creating Smart
Manufacturing through smart process, smart machine and smart people.” On similar lines, Praful Shende, Chief Sales & Marketing Officer, BFW, said, “We are
appropriately placed to enable Industry 4.0 ECO System for our customers with all the three business verticals – automation, process engineering & IIoT solutions.”

Delhi Machine Tool Expo 2019 to commence in August

Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA), is organising the 3rd edition of Delhi
Machine Tool Expo (DMTX 2019) at India Expo Centre & Mart, Greater Noida, Delhi - NCR which
will be commencing on August 8-11, 2019. It is laying out a red carpet for regional industries’
growth. The expo will also feature special pavilions on Metrology Expo, Weld Expo, Additive
Manufacturing Expo, and Factory of the Future. DMTX 2019 is likely to feature over 200 exhibitors
occupying an exhibition space of 12,240 sq mt of gross area showcasing latest technologies in
metal cutting and metal forming. Stating his views, P Ramadas, President, IMTMA, asserted,
“Manufacturers who participated in the previous shows were able to expand their range and I firmly
believe that this edition of the show will help them to build on to their earlier success and reach out
to the regional industries.” Speaking on the objective behind organising the expo, V Anbu, Director
General & CEO, IMTMA, said, “Shows like DMTX will play an enabling role in addressing the
numerous requirements of OEMs and component manufacturers in Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities.”

Altair signs MoU with ICAT Manesar
Altair recently signed an MoU with International Centre for Automotive Technology of India (ICAT),
Manesar. The MoU states co-operation between the two entities for addressing the simulation and
testing needs of the existing and emerging mobility industry. It intends to set-up a joint working
arrangement to realise their respective visions with the help of mutual support and co-operation.
Speaking on the benefits of this MoU, Brett Chouinard, President & COO, Altair, asserted, “This
MoU between Altair and ICAT, brings the best of simulation and testing services expertise, which the
industry can leverage, be it established OEMs or emerging startups, for faster time-to-market and
higher quality for their products. We, at Altair, look forward to a strong and healthy association.”

Siemens adds Augmented Reality to Solid Edge 2020

Siemens Digital Industries Software recently announced the availability of the latest version of Solid Edge®
software, which features numerous enhancements that will enable small and medium-sized manufacturing
companies to accelerate product development and manufacturing processes. Through new features, such as,
Augmented Reality, expanded validation tools, model-based definition and 2D Nesting, Solid Edge 2020
provides next generation technologies to enhance collaboration and fully digitalise the design-tomanufacturing process. Discussing the benefits of the Solid Edge portfolio for small to medium-sized
manufacturers, John Miller, Sr Vice President, Mainstream Engineering, Siemens Digital industries Software,
cited, “We continue to work on providing an advanced portfolio of affordable and easy-to-use tools to help our
customers with their digital transformation, so that they can reduce costs and accelerate product delivery.”
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ExxonMobil™ launches hydraulic oil technology ‘Mobil DTE 20 Ultra Series’

ExxonMobil recently announced the launch of Mobil DTETM 20 Ultra Series – a technologically advanced series of hydraulic oils. The new series was
revealed to be designed for all types of hydraulic systems and components such as close clearance servo-valves and high accuracy numerically
controlled (NC) machine tools. Also, this series will help industries achieve unprecedented performance goals easily, by delivering up to 2x longer oil life
and exceptional performance in harshest conditions, as per the company information. It would lower maintenance frequency thus minimising manmachine interaction, which makes the site safer for industrial workers. In addition to this, with 2-time oil life it would also support environmental care by
reduction in hydraulic oil consumption.
Speaking on the performance, productivity and efficiency challenges faced by industries as the hydraulic systems operate under high-pressure and
high-output environment, Shankar Karnik, General Manager, Industrial Lubricants, ExxonMobil Lubricants, cited, “With Mobil DTE 20 Ultra Series, consumers
now have a new technology developed to deliver trusted performance and extended component life, with reduced maintenance costs and system wear.”
Besides, a wear protection to extend component life is expected by providing improved deposit control of 89.2% for longer oil life and precision
operations. According to Eaton 35VQ25 Test – an industrial test recognised for hydraulic-ﬂuid qualiﬁcation, the oil provides >72% better wear protection. The
hydraulic systems need maintenance due to both oil and machine factors. As the oil oxidises with time, deposits are formed causing replacement of both oil
and filter. Moreover, often even valves, pumps and other parts of the machinery wear with age wherein the damaged components require replacement.

CII Manufacturing Innovation Conclave at New Delhi

Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) recently organised the 9th edition of the ‘Manufacturing Innovation Conclave’, under the theme ‘Building
Capabilities through Collaborations’, with the aim to highlight the ongoing trend of innovative automation and data exchange in manufacturing
technologies which can revolutionise the way businesses are operated and run today. The chief guest, Prof Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary—
Department of Science & Technology, Government of India, opined, “There is a need to work towards translating good ideas around data generation,
data flow, data preservation, building of data and bringing value to data.”
In his opening remark during the inaugural session, Kishore Jayaraman, Conclave Chairman and President – India & South Asia, Rolls-Royce,
addressed, “India’s manufacturing sector is on a growth trajectory, helped by encouraging regulatory policies and enablers, increased private sector
participation and global attention.” Sharing his thoughts, Guest of Honour, Dr Sudhir Mishra, CEO & MD, BrahMos Aerospace, mentioned,
“Manufacturing can help transform India to a developed country, like Japan and Germany, where predominantly manufacturing culture is found.”
Discussing the future of the manufacturing sector, Sameer Gupta, Chairman, CII (Northern Region) & Chairman & MD, Jakson Group, asserted,
“We need to focus on key issues across the manufacturing sector to facilitate growth, enhance competitiveness and generate business opportunities
for both local and foreign investors.” Pointing towards the convergence of new technologies, Pankaj Dubey, Conclave Co-Chair and CEO & Director,
Eicher Polaris and Country Head & Managing Director, Polaris India, said, “The IoT adds a new dimension with connected assets and sensors
capable of measuring, recording and transmitting performance in real time.” The Conclave witnessed the presence of speakers from companies, like
Panasonic, PTC, Universal Robots, IBM, Infosys, etc and was well attended by over 200 participants from various manufacturing companies.
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“All sectors involving sheet
metal forming will expand”
…says M K Narasinga Rao, Managing Director, Magal Engineering Co India, in this conversation
with Juili Eklahare. He explains why the company is strongly focusing on nitrogen generators,
how it plans to have its own experience centre, and the crucial challenges to overcome in order to
accelerate the use of sheet metal forming machines. Excerpts…
Can you highlight the technology trends and new applications in
the sheet metal forming industry?
When it comes to the sheet metal forming industry, laser
welding is really catching up. As for the metal forming line, hot
forming and thermo machine are the latest trends. The industry
is very quick to adopt these trends; people are
seriously venturing into it. Also, the industry
is looking to reduce the weight of the vehicle
while increasing its strength through hot
forming, which is done by heating the metal
and then forming it.
Do you think the customer requirements/
preferences have been changing significantly,
in response to changes in the market conditions
and technology developments? Do you see any
challenges to be overcome to accelerate the use
of sheet metal forming machines?
Yes, customer requirements and preferences
have certainly been changing. However, we
find very few people investing in technology,
and not many practice what they preach. There could be several
reasons for this; for instance, maybe they are expecting the
government to bring about a significant change. As for the
challenges, one of the pivotal challenges to be overcome to
quicken the use of sheet metal forming machines is investments;
people find it difficult to get money. However, the rate of exports
of the automobile exports part is increasing, which is leading to
a positive frame of mind for everybody.
Are you targeting any specific industries or verticals for your
products/solutions? Would you like to share any of Magal
Engineering’s success stories worth mentioning here?
Our target industry is the automobile industry, the white goods,
and yellow goods industry. We are targeting these industries
because these are where the growth is and where our machines
can be used. I have one example of a company called ARaymond
in Pune, which is a German subsidiary and which was into
automobile plastics. However, they have now ventured into

14

metal and begun to make metal parts in India, which is a new
division of the company. Besides, they were using machines from
Switzerland and Europe. So, we, as partners of Ingyu in India,
were successful in selling Ingyu machines to the customer and
installing it ourselves, which now happen to be running very well.
Your
organisation
represents
many
companies from various countries. Which are
the fast moving products/solutions among
those in India?
One of our products that we are aggressively
focusing on is the nitrogen generator. We
see everybody using fibre laser in the market
today. In order to run a fibre laser, it requires
a very high level of efficiency, which calls for
extremely pure nitrogen. The purity required
to run the fibre laser at the greatest efficiency
is 99.999%. There aren’t many places in India
where one can get a high quality of nitrogen,
whereas the one’s providing that high level
can be very expensive, which can be from ₹25
to ₹28 per cubic metre. So, we supply this nitrogen generator to
people who can generate their own pure nitrogen in their factories
at an affordable cost of ₹8 to ₹9 per cubic metre.
How do you see the growth potential in India? What are Magal
Engineering’s short-term and long-term expansion plans in India?
With the new government back, it will definitely have a positive
effect on the sheet metal forming industry. All sectors involving
sheet metal forming will expand; more metros and airports will
be built, the solar industry will grow, and the infrastructure and
road industry will flourish. Besides, there will be lots of green
field projects.
Our company’s short-term plans for now are to install
nitrogen generators whenever and wherever possible this year.
As for our long-term plan, we are planning to have our own
experience/technology centre – where we show the machine to
the customer, demonstrate it for them, show the application and
then sell it to them. ☐
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“Research, innovate & develop new products”
…says Kausthub Kaundinya, Founder & CEO, Jarsh Innovations, in this conversation
with Anvita Pillai, wherein, he throws light on the journey behind starting Jarsh, their invention
the AC helmet, the benefits incurred to the industry, future plans and more. Excerpts…
What was the concept and motive behind the inception of
Jarsh Innovations?
During our engineering days, my partners and I wanted to do
something that would be useful for the market and help in its
growth. So, we started searching for problems rather than ideas
to which we can find a solution. After a couple of months of
vague searches, we understood the best problem we could search
solutions to was the problem that we are facing. We then started
brainstorming on that front, and one of the biggest problems we
faced during that time was wearing helmets on the bike during
summers. One would not be willing to risk safety on the roads,
but the discomfort of it was way too much to
bear with while riding. That is when we came
up with the idea of AC helmets for bikes. But
when we started with the market research to
understand the price point and market needs,
we realised that helmet discomfort during
summers is a much bigger problem in the
manufacturing industry as compared to on
a bike. That is when we started working on
developing an AC which was compact enough
to fit the industrial helmets. By the time we
finished college, we started Jarsh and had a
prototype of an industrial AC helmet ready.
Can you briefly explain to us how does your
product, AC industrial helmets, work and how is it better than a
normal safety helmet?
Fortunately/unfortunately, there are no other companies in the
market who are making industrial AC helmets. This is the first
and best choice right now in the entire world for AC helmets,
but of course, we are aware that as time passes by, there will
be competitions for us. The basic concept of it is that it is not
a helmet, per say. According to us, it is an equipment that
helps users increase their productivity. This happens primarily
because biologically, our body gets stressed out when we are in
extremely low/high temperatures, hampering our productivity,
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especially, in large industrial facilities where there are close
to 20,000 people working in extremely hot weather. Each
person tends to work lesser than the usual due to the extreme
unfavourable temperatures. Our product offers workers a safe
and preferable working condition, which thereby increases their
productivity.
How is the innovation approach in your company?
In terms of innovation, we are an R&D company. So, our basic
goal and motto is to constantly research, innovate and develop
new products. Post which we tie up with the existing companies
to ensure a proper outreach to the products.
We are currently in talks with some major
helmet manufacturing companies in India
and the world to promote our product. We
don’t want to be like a regular sales company
that grows its brand; we are a technology
company and we want to develop new
products and stay true to our ground.
It’s been 3 years since Jarsh has come into
existence; what would you say were some of
your biggest achievements/milestones till date?
I think the biggest achievement for us is
that since we are the first company to build
this product, we got the maximum market
exposure and recognition. This has helped us get a lot of insights
and knowledge from the senior most people of industry and
veterans of the field.
What is in store for Jarsh Innovations in the future? Any
diversification/expansion plans?
Through our extensive research we have realised that Indian
farmers are facing a major problem of wild boar encroachment
in farms resulting in crop destruction. So, we are developing
an electronic scarecrow that can keep the boars at bay without
harming them in any way. ☐
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LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS

Effective
management to
promulgate success!
Peter Ferdinand Drucker
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT,
EDUCATOR & AUTHOR

Recipient of various prestigious awards,
like the Henry Laurence Gantt Medal,
Presidential Medal of Freedom and more,
Peter Ferdinand Drucker (1909–2005)
invented various concepts like ‘management
by objectives’ and ‘self-control’ in
management education that lionised him as
“the founder of modern management” and
laid foundations to pragmatic concepts of
modern business corporation.
Drucker’s parents being high-level civil
servants, he grew up in an environment
where intellectuals would come home often
to confer new ideas. Post his graduation,
Drucker moved to Hamburg, Germany,
where he started working as an apprentice at
an established cotton trading company. He
moved on to work as a journalist, writing for
the Austrian Economist. After a brief period
of working there, he relocated to London
where he worked as a chief economist at
a bank, before finally permanently settling
in the US, where he worked as a professor,
freelance writer and a business consultant.
The management mogul always had a
keen interest in the behaviour of the people,
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THE BEST WAY TO
PREDICT THE FUTURE
IS TO CREATE IT
while most of the economists were interested
in the behaviour of the commodities.
His writings edified the relationships
among human beings as opposed to the
deficit of numbers, improving employee
performance, diversity in work culture
and more. Drucker vehemently believed
that leadership gives one enormous power
to achieve anything in a group or an
organisation, and it is pivotal for a leader to
take a decision of acting as a leader giving a
gateway to this power.
The thought educationist imparted
various cardinals of leadership and
management with the key message that,
effective management and not leadership
was the key to success. Drucker believed that
it is important for a leader to be a marketer
focusing on customers and their opinion
about the organisation. It is vital that leaders

envision the desired future of the company
and create a strategic plan intimately
involved in the direction of achieving the
goal. He preached, “The best way to predict
the future is to create it.” He always laid
stress on the fact that, ethics and integrity
are momentous for a leader’s effectiveness.
Followers might forgive mistakes of a leader
but will not forgive the lack of integrity.
Drucker always propagated that a leader’s
motivation has to be transformational
rather than transactional. Over his lifetime
Drucker had more than 39 books published
and translated into more than thirtysix languages. His writings have inspired
thousands of people and help them perform
to their maximum potential and achieve
organisational goals.

Anvita Pillai
SUB-EDITOR & CORRESPONDENT
EM | Jul 2019
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The science in Lean

A scientific approach to improvement

Using a scientific process we learn our way, step by step, to
achieving challenging goals, developing solutions that we couldn’t
predict. Scientific thinking becomes the common approach to
improving specific systems under specific circumstances. We can
see Lean done right as resting on scientific thinking.
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Figure 1: A basic dynamic of scientific thinking

Scientific thinking is an important skill for anyone that faces
challenges, and it is essential for sustainable improvement,
adaptability, and innovation in your organisation. There has
been a lot of talk about Lean being scientific and we concur, at
least in theory. In the original model for Lean, Toyota develops
people as scientific thinkers teaching: (a) a defined direction – a
target condition or target standard – which is analogous to
having an overall ‘research question’ in science, and (b) PDCA
(if it’s done correctly) as an iterative process for systematically
learning your way toward that goal.
However, we find that, so far the practice of Lean outside
Toyota has rarely been scientific, characterised more by a false
sense of certainty about what is and how to do Lean than a
constant acknowledgment and distinction between what we
know and what we don’t know. Perhaps many Lean practitioners,
like us humans in general, avoid scientific thinking because
scientific thinking means acknowledging and dealing with a lot
of uncertainty; considerably more uncertainty than we may be
comfortable with.

What is scientific thinking?
Scientific thinking can be defined as the intentional
coordination of theory and evidence, whereby we encounter new
information, interpret it and, if warranted, revise our
understanding accordingly. In fact, we learn the most when we
explicitly state what we expect and compare it to what actually
happens (Figure 1). This pattern is, in contrast, to unconsciously
relying on already-held beliefs explains causality. Scientific
thinking gives us the ability to look beyond our preconceptions
and see the world and ourselves in a truer light.
What’s important about scientific thinking is not only
whether we decide to revise beliefs based on new information, but
that it helps us think about and reshape how we think. Happily,
humans are equipped to do this, which is called “metacognition.”
Science begins with acknowledging that our existing knowledge is
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always incomplete and possibly incorrect – that we have a
“Threshold of Knowledge.” Reality is complex and dynamic,
which means the way to reach our desired goals can’t be fully
determined in advance. The work of Karl Weick, for instance,
taught us that organisations are fraught with uncertainty and we
try to construct plausible scenarios that suggest we know what
happened and why. “The basic raw materials on which
organisations operate are informational inputs that are
ambiguous, uncertain, and equivocal. There are many possibilities
or sets of outcomes that might occur.”
Toyota leaders like Taiichi Ohno seem to have figured this
out based on experience and wisdom, leading them to conclude
that the only way to consistently reach challenging goals is
through iteration and experimentation that’s aimed at a desired
condition (which we don’t yet know exactly how we will
achieve.) We must be humble enough to recognise that we don’t
know exactly what’s going to happen and no plan will cover
everything. We also must develop the confidence that scientific
thinking will allow us to successfully navigate that territory.
That comes from practice.
When we have a need, like improving quality or reducing lead
time, someone who is certain about the steps for reaching the
desired destination should be regarded with suspicion.
Uncertainty in dynamic systems is normal—the path can rarely
be accurately predicted—and so how we deal with that is of
paramount importance. In other words, the predictable zone is
usually smaller than the uncertainty zone and the biggest gains
are to be made in the areas where we are learning (see figure 2).
We tend to learn the most from a failed prediction!
It may seem discouraging to realise how little we know, and
how little is fully knowable. On the other hand, this predominant
feature of life can be highly enjoyable. We have seen, inside and
outside of Toyota, people with a scientific mindset regularly
achieving goals that at the outset appear barely possible, and
deriving great satisfaction not from reaching the goal, but from
the process of working to achieve it. We have also seen their
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Figure 2: There is always a Threshold of Knowledge

confidence grow with each PDCA cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act) so
they become more comfortable that they can tackle even bigger
challenges. True certainty and confidence do not lie in
preconceived implementation steps or solutions, which may or
may not work as intended, but in understanding the scientific
logic for how to proceed through unclear territory.

What is the science in Lean?
Lean focuses on helping organisations to achieve their
purpose more efficiently and effectively. We in the Lean
community are less interested in generating macro-level theories
of Lean organisations than in learning how to approach
transformation of specific processes, value streams, and
organisations. Since in any organisation we are dealing with
complex systems that are dynamically changing, a generalisation
of the form “if X then Y” is rarely useful. For example, if somehow
we found in a survey of factories that Y (% reduced inventory
levels) = 3.2X (degree of implementation of pull) it would not do
us any good in practice other than perhaps trying to convince
someone that pull is a good thing. Sound familiar?
The science we are interested in is a meta-skill – a universal
way of thinking and acting that can be applied to an infinite
number of situations with all their dynamic complexity.
Scientific thinking becomes the common approach to improving
specific systems under specific circumstances. There is no
reason to generalise the effects of the solutions applied in those
specific instances. Rather, it is useful to generalise and transfer
the meta-skill. One way of putting it is that the Lean community
should be more interested in using a scientific approach for
improvement of actual systems, and less interested in building a
body of knowledge of generalisations about which solutions
solve which problems.
This suggests we do not want to just act like the medical
sciences and create a generic body of knowledge about a system’s
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workings, such as what gene can be manipulated to eradicate a
specific disease. That level of cause-and-effect will probably never
be achieved in complex socio-technical systems. Yet, we can use
the scientific thinking approach of the medical researcher in
formulating and testing local hypotheses about what we can do in
a specific instance to achieve a desired result. And some of what
we learn may generalise to a degree to very similar systems, e,g.
other heat-treat operations in other plants that perform the same
function for the same type of metal.
Toyota, for example, does shop-by-shop benchmarking
within region, like, comparing their paint shop in France to their
paint shop in the UK. Heads of those shops go to a plant each
quarter on a rotating basis, usually for one week, and actually,
work to improve something and in the process get a deep
understanding of that shop. They decide what they will bring
back to experiment within their own shops.
We find that a mechanistic perspective is imbued in the
Western culture and it leads us to want to apply a deterministic
physical science model (which some within the physical sciences
even question) to complex human and technical systems.
Questions we ask from that perspective are unanswerable when
we think of organisations as complex, dynamic systems. Such
common but unanswerable questions include:
• What is the business case for Lean—cost of transformation,
time it takes, and benefits in a 1 to 3 year period?
• What are the best steps to follow to conduct a Lean
transformation, in what sequence, with how long per step?
• What are the best Lean metrics to motivate people to want
to act in a Lean way?
• What are the right conditions to use physical Kanban versus
electronic Kanban?
Now, you can find people who will give answers to these
questions. For example, there are those in the Lean consulting
community who are pressured to answer these questions in order
to win a contract. And when asked a question about best practice
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Figure 3: The scientific learning cycle as represented by
PDCA or PDSA

in Lean there are many people who are happy to discuss and
debate. The answers tend to be opinions or a summary of
someone’s specific experiences and can hardly be considered a
scientific body of knowledge.

What can we do?
This is where practicing PDCA comes in, and Toyota’s view
on being scientific (see figure 3). The essence of the repeating
PDCA (or PDSA - Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle is:
Plan: Plan your next step and predict what will happen. This
must be testable/measurable.
Do: Take the step, if possible, on a quick trial basis so that the
inevitable failures (nothing works the first time) won’t cause a
breakdown.
Check (or Study): Gather the facts and data about what happened.
Act (or Adjust): Compare what you expected with what really
happened. What did you learn from that comparison?
This cycle can be practiced at all levels of an organisation (i.e.
it’s fractal & nested), although the higher you go the more
strategic in content and slower-turning the cycle gets. The
concept of scientific thinking seems almost self-evident. Take
the time to plan the next step, try it, and then figure out what you
learned before defining the next step accordingly. The difficulty
arises from our innate fear of uncertainty and desire to know in
advance what to do.
If you listen to the many stories from Ohno’s disciples most
of what he was doing through his incessant questioning was, on
the one hand, slowing them down – “What is the purpose?”
“How do you know that is where the problem originated?” and
on the other hand to speed them up – “Can I see whether your
idea works this afternoon?” He wanted them to think deeply, but
experiment quickly as the way to advance their knowledge.
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May the Kata be with you
How do you develop scientific-thinking skill and mindset in
a team? Behaviour and mindset come from cognitive processes
that aren’t conscious, so just talking about them doesn’t really
change anything. Education and awareness are a start, but they
aren’t enough to change the subconscious processes that
generate behaviour and mindset. It comes down to individuals
practicing new behaviour patterns, with someone to coach them
in the new pattern, especially at the beginning.
Just explaining the concept of PDCA is not enough to change
behaviour and mindset, and there are not many master teachers
like Ohno to go around – who have an intuitive feel for what to
ask next to push the right buttons to help the student learn
through practice. This is the reason for the Improvement Kata
and Coaching Kata – to have a structured approach to learning
and teaching scientific thinking so it can be deliberately practiced
by anyone. The Improvement Kata defines the set of routines that
we can practice to learn how to approach a challenge more
scientifically – fundamentally altering many of our biased nonscientific tendencies. The Coaching Kata defines a set of routines
that can be used to coach a scientific approach to improvement.

Conclusion
The management methods of the 20th century were arguably
intended to reduce uncertainty, whereas the management
methods of the 21st century may be as much about being effective
& comfortable working within unavoidable uncertainty. What we
see characterising most of 20th century style management was not
scientific. It was focused on getting results by executing predefined
plans based on false beliefs in certainty and simple cause-andeffect. We see Lean done right as resting on scientific thinking. ☐
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MANAGEMENT INTERVIEW

“Everybody has to be prepared for EV”
….says Baba Kalyani, CMD, Bharat Forge, in this conversation with Shekhar Jitkar
and Juili Eklahare. He points out how digitalisation is a must, highlights the work
the company is doing in the EV business, and the various kinds of technologies being
used in its manufacturing processes to create growth. Excerpts…

What are the growth drivers for Bharat Forge, so far?
What is the strategy for further development?
Our strategy for the past 8 to 10 years has been to create
growth through the specifications into other products
coming under the industrial part of our business, which
has generated a fairly good traction for us and has created
tremendous growth in that business. This is a process
that will continue. Also, one of the new businesses that
we will continue to see a lot of traction in are passenger
cars, because there is a huge churn that is taking place in
technology – everybody has to be prepared for electric
vehicles & hybrid vehicles. At the same time, they have
to continue producing what they are already producing.
So, it’s becoming quite difficult to invest
in three different technologies at
the same time. Hence, suppliers
that have capability, strong
engineering, and ability to
perform are going to get a lot of
advantage, as we are beginning to
see in this market place.
As for the domestic market
today, the last quarter has been a bit
of disappointment.
However, we are
hoping that the
government
will have a
plan to get

the economy to kick-start at a much faster pace. So, we should see
the domestic market coming back.
Is there any significant change in the business model of the
company? How do you look at the group’s growth in the next
5 years?
There are a couple of very significant things that we are doing –
the first is embracing IoT and digital manufacturing. So, by the
end of next year, our entire facilities will be on a digital platform,
which is going to be a major change in how our businesses run.
Once one gets on a digital platform, market opportunities open
up very dramatically; so, we’ll see many new markets where
these kinds of technologies are more relevant, especially in the
area of aerospace.
Next, we have created a huge R&D and innovation centre
and developed some tremendous new technologies, from
emission control to transmission drives for electric vehicles,
on which we are pretty much on the forefront. Additionally,
we even have a small group using AI in manufacturing. Hence,
in a way, we are entering a transition phase – we used to be a
very conventional company of forgings, through which we have
now become a much more diversified business, doing a lot of
electronics, a bit of software, AI, implementing IoT & digital
platform in our plants, which all create collateral technologies
that can be used in many other things. So, we are using all
kinds of technologies in our manufacturing processes to create
growth. In fact, when you come to think of it, we might have to
change our name 10 years from now, as “forge” would not do
justice to our company name because we have now also gotten
into very high technology products.
With the opening up of new opportunities in Indian defence
manufacturing, Bharat Forge has been one of the earliest
private sector companies to enter this domain in the country.
How significant would defence and aerospace be as part of the
total business mix for the company?
We have four manufacturing plants in defence, one being in Pune
and three in Hyderabad, making very sophisticated air defence
systems, with lots of electronics in it. The sector should prove
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Baba Kalyani is B.E. (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering from Birla
Institute of Technology & Science, Pilani and subsequently, earned his
Master of Science from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston,
USA, in the year 1972. In recognition of his significant contribution to
industry, trade and service to the community, he has been conferred with
highest civilian awards from many countries, including, Padma Bhushan
by the Hon’ble President of India; Cross of the Order of Merit, Germany;
Commander First Class of the Royal Order of the Polar Star, Sweden; and
Knight in the Order of the Legion of Honour, France.

to be very significant in the next five odd years. We are creating
completely indigenous capabilities that very few companies have.
Defence is an area where one has only one customer, so it’s very
difficult to predict what the business model is going to be. So far,
India has just been importing a lot of our hardware and, for a
country to get used to the idea itself that there are local companies
that can produce hardware is a very strange notion.

However, what is important is that if one does not make this
happen then he is doomed.
What are your expectations from the government for the
industry in the future?
I think the government has set some very clear goals and is going
to move in that direction. There are some new opportunities that
are going to come because of huge investments in infrastructure
that it is targeting, from roads to airports. Water is one of the
new activities that are coming in – we now have a new ministry
for water, making water a new area of business prospects. It does
not involve selling water, but the focus is on the technology
for providing clean drinking water. Therefore, we have a lot of
positive things to look forward to.

In the Indian manufacturing industry, how do you see
technology evolving among companies, especially with the use
of digitalisation in manufacturing? How are Bharat Forge and
its group companies dealing with it?
Our focus has been largely on training. Digitalisation is not
an option – if a company does not digitalise its manufacturing
processes and get IoT into its systems,
then it won’t survive. However, the real
Can you share your views with us
challenge in making this happen for
on the government’s target of 30%
companies in India is the ability to train
electric vehicles by 2030? Is the recent
ONCE ONE GETS ON A DIGITAL
a large number of people to adapt to this
announcement of strategic investment
technology. If one does not train at least PLATFORM, MARKET OPPORTUNITIES from Bharat Forge in Tevva Motors,
80% of his workforce, right from the
UK, a step in this direction?
OPEN UP VERY DRAMATICALLY
president of the company to shopfloor
We are working in the EV business,
operations, then the company is going
creating a range of products and
to have a hard time.
components required for EV and hybrid, for which we will
have a whole suite of products that are needed. Besides, we have
What, according to you, is the competitive strength of the made investments in the EV business, of which our investment
Indian manufacturing industry today? Do you think the in Tevva Motors in the UK is a step in that direction. We also
industry is leveraging enough on this to strengthen its bought a stake in an electric two-wheeler manufacturer in Pune
global footprint?
called Tork Motors, who also makes complete powertrains
In the manufacturing space, India has been competitive for for three-wheelers. The government wants to turn all threethe last 20 odd years and will continue to be so, provided we wheelers electric by 2023 and all two-wheelers by 2025-26. Now
are able to keep up with new technologies with the rest of the we have to consider the fact that this is a huge market, where
world. Let’s take a company in the US, Germany or France into we are talking of 25-30 million vehicles. But this is achievable.
consideration, with an old plant and that has to adapt to IoT. The good news is that electric two-wheelers and three-wheelers
Here, the cost of doing that is much more than the cost of doing don’t really need the kind of infrastructure that electric fourthat in an Indian company. Many might say that they will throw wheelers need; one can charge a two-wheeler from his home.
away the old plant and bring a new one. Nonetheless, that is Hence, I think it’s a fantastic move by the government to bring
not practically feasible as everybody might not have that kind of in new regulations because this will bring in a complete new
capital. So, one has to become innovative and make this happen. industry in India that was missing. ☐
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VIEWPOINT DIESEL POWERTRAIN

Powertrain BS-VI:

Upgrading India to
global standards
The rules and regulations in India with regards to emission are getting
stringent and with the nation-wide implementation of BS-VI it is important
to understand how automobile companies can arrive at a right future
hybrid-powertrain layout. The viewpoint section seeks to understand how
the adoption of BS-VI is going to be a game changer for the Indian
market, scope of EV, the future trends and technology and more.

Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net

“India would be manufacturing vehicles at par with global technologies”

H

Gaurav Vangaal,
Country Lead India –
Automotive LVP Forecast,
IHS Markit
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ad it been from BS-V to BS-VI, the adoption of technology would have been much
smoother. However, this is an uphill task, and the skip in the entire regulation standards
may pose multiple challenges for the OEM, suppliers & refineries. Having said that, all the
stakeholders will be ready to meet the expected target date of April 1, and it may not be a
smooth transition. The major challenge is the cost hike in diesel cars, which we are not
aware that if the consumer is going to accept it or not. The most significant opportunity is
that with the implementation of BS-VI norms, we will be capable of producing BS-VI/
Euro-VI vehicles with BNVSAP safety norms. Hence, India would be manufacturing
vehicles at par to global technologies. It provides a huge opportunity to export cars to
worldwide destinations with frugal cost structures of India.
Consumers, today, understand hybrid vehicles and do not have range anxiety with it.
Meanwhile, the thought of EV has always been associated with range anxiety. Moreover, it
would have been cost effective for the entire automotive value chain to invest in the latest
technologies. In this transformation phase, (IC Engine to Hybrid to EV) manufacturers
would have been able to gauge consumer adaptability to latest powertrain technologies and
market size more precisely. The complete value chain has to invest in new technologies and
it will be a drastic change. We may experience temporary volume lost in the coming years,
but at the same time, the price value (revenues) may increase for the entire value chain. It
(revenue increase) may help powertrain suppliers & vehicle manufacturers but may not
help non-powertrain suppliers.
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“Assembly and manufacturing lines need significant improvements”

T

M Sathyanandan,
General Manager, Product
Development – Engines,
Ashok Leyland

here is no option of saying ‘No’ to BS-VI, though this is the shortest time to jump two
emission slabs. Solutions tried out elsewhere, like in Europe will not directly work in Indian
conditions as Indian operating conditions, environment and low temperature duty cycles are
distinct and diverse. The market is gearing up for BS-VI sales starting April 1, 2020. Pan-India
BS-VI fuel availability, which was envisaged as a major concern is also getting addressed by the
Government. In short, industry and the Diesel-DEF infrastructure is taking great shape to launch
India into the next orbit. Primary challenges would be educating the after-sales network to
provide effective troubleshooting and service, ensuring the right quality of diesel and DEF that
are used for catalyst performances that are strongly dictated by these fluids. In every challenge lies
an opportunity. Hybrids would play an important role in filling this transitional gap as EV is
heavily dependent on charging infrastructure. The key is to identify the right application and
position the product so that it gets immediate acceptance. This will also help in the betterment of
the CAFÉ numbers as this is also becoming strategic in branding.
More and more electronics and controls are getting added, which would call for tighter
quality inspection gates at OEMs. Major de-NOx technologies, such as, LNT and SCR are
available for diesel passenger cars and both have their merits and demerits. Engines are also
suitably improved for thermal management and fuel consumption. Because of these requirements,
assembly and manufacturing lines in the entire value chain would need significant improvements
and that too in a short period. Thermal efficiency improvements are looking for every single
opportunity to improve fuel consumption and better thermal management approaches that
would facilitate early chemical reactions in the after-treatment, which would be the need after
BS-VI Phase-1 launch. Besides this, the onus is on the OEMs to manufacture in-use emission
compliant vehicles which get audited by any external test agency.

“Hybrid diesel engine & clean fuel technology will help improve efficiency”

The Indian market is ready to adopt BS-VI standard. If you see most of the automobile

Kamlesh Koul,
General Manager – R&D,
Elofic Industries
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manufacturing companies that are supplying globally are meeting Euro-VI standards which is
equivalent to BS-VI. Challenges would be to provide cost effective solution to OEMS in India
to meet BS-VI standards, specially in diesel vehicles. For diesel vehicles, we are going to use
fuel with 10 ppm sulphur content as compared to 50 ppm, which means diesel fuel is going to
have lower interfacial tension which poses as a key challenge in separation of small water
particles that are up to 10 micron in size. Also, the size of fuel injectors are going to be reduced.
The scope for hybrid vehicles is better as compared to EV because of multiple challenges
that need attention, like availability of charging stations, reduction in charging time, availability
of cost-effective batteries and more. Once all these major challenges are addressed by the
government and vehicle manufacturers then the adoption of electric vehicles wouldn’t be a
challenge. There would be changes in the infrastructure and supplier value chain. The major
change would be in diesel vehicles which requires one to add after treatment devices, such as,
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF), diesel oxidation catalysts system, Selective Catalysis Reduction
(SCR) and Lean NOx Trap (LNT) to meet the BS-VI standard. In future, I feel that hybrid
diesel engine & clean fuel technology are going to help in improving efficiency in terms of
meeting emission standards and fuel economy. But investment in future diesel technology by
OEMS is going to be challenging as the government is mulling a ban on all IC engines by 2030
in order to promote electric vehicles that may demotivate OEMS to invest in such technologies.
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“Diesel is expected to remain a choice for the OEMs”

I

t is imminent that by April 2020 BS-VI will be introduced for automotive vehicles in
India. Moving from BS-IV to BS-VI itself is a big leap and then completing this journey within
3 years makes this task more challenging. Even developed countries like the US and EU have
taken 8-10 years to implement equivalent emission norms.

Saurabh Dixit,
FPT Powertrain Product
Engineering – India,
CNH Industrial (India)

There are multiple challenges in the path of BS-VI. For example, almost every car model
will need an upgradation, which involves huge R&D investments in design, testing, and
validation. BS-VI is not an add on technology over BS-IV, and it can’t be converted to
BS-VI as there are fundamental differences. There will be a need for dealers & service
network training pan India covering country remote locations on handling and
troubleshooting exhaust ATS devices, electronics. The availability of skilled manpower to
handle such vehicles is also a big question that one can’t ignore. In small towns, customers
are habitual to not go to an authorised service centre for small technical and service jobs.
Due to the addition of complex electronics & controls, customer will be forced to change
their current practices and will need to go to an authorised representative, which may be a
costly affair. Finally, as we are approaching towards tighter emission norms, it will affect
the auto components suppliers as well. The tier 1 and tier 2 level suppliers require investing
in their facilities to align parts with stringent quality controls required on components
manufactured and machined.
For the next couple of years, hybrid vehicles will have leverage over EVs. Before the
launch of EV vehicles in the Indian market, it is pre-requisite to have a developed
infrastructure; especially charging stations, cost effective batteries, charging capacity to
support for vehicle long run drive i.e. at least 300 km in one go without the need for
recharging. In fact, there is no doubt about EV’s future in the Indian market as the
government is very determined. The repeat verdict has granted at least the next 5 years to
move faster in this direction. But by 2030, it will be interesting to see how much EVs
penetrate the automotive segment.
As the government is committed to make BS-VI fuel (10 ppm sulphur diesel) available pan
India, this will allow OEMs to adopt emission control techniques to reduce NOx, PM, CO2 etc,
by adopting exhaust after system technologies, like DPF, SCR, LNT. Today, due to the right
fuel unavailability, many OEMs haven’t adopted these solutions. Clean diesel will open doors
for many technical solutions to treat exhaust gas, which are proven in the global market.
Diesel is expected to remain a choice for OEMs due to its inherent advantages of high
performance and high torque engines. In future, to meet the upcoming challenges, diesel
engines will require a complete relook to adopt innovative design solutions, low friction
technologies, and minimise power losses to engine peripherals by adopting electric run fan,
water pump etc. The cost vs technology, as usual, will always play a major role.
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“IC engines are the most efficient option right now”

The biggest challenges in adopting BS-VI would be the heavy cost of investment and

Srirama Narayanan V,
Manager R&D – Powertrain
(ATS), Daimler India
Commercial Vehicles

the limited time frame to adapt BS-VI. The Indian automobile industry is heavily investing
and working hard towards adopting the BS-VI standards. Leapfrogging BS-V has made the
timeline shorter for the Indian automotive industry to achieve the goal as well as to meet
the market demands. If approached with a positive outlook, any crisis can be an opportunity
for an innovative organisation. Hybrid vehicles have a better scope than EVs with the
current infrastructure available in India. But still, from an eagle’s eye point of view, the IC
engines are the most efficient option we have right now.
Modifying a conventional passenger vehicle to adopt and meet the new emission
standard is near impossible as the cost involved will be even higher than scrapping the
whole vehicle and making a new one. Improving the engine design and adding efficient
turbo chargers, cooling system, exhaust system etc., would be the efficient way of moving
forward as there is a lot of potential and scope of improvement within IC engines. But in
the name of pollution control, subsidising EV itself is a bigger hindrance in achieving
diesel engine efficiency improvement. It is our duty to emphasise that shifting of pollution
from one area to another will not serve the purpose of controlling overall pollution.
Moreover, the energy conversion efficiency of diesel is better than any other technologies
available right now.
Advt
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MHE sector:
Fuelling for
technological growth
The prospects for the material handling equipment sector in India
look bright with the country all set to emerge as a key market for
the segment. The article explores various aspects, like government
reforms, the growing thrust of technology and more, that are
helping in the evolution process of the MHE sector in India.
The Indian material handling equipment (MHE) sector is
poised for rapid growth and a quantum leap in terms of growth
and penetration. A host of reasons – from favourable
governmental policies to consumption-led growth – have
contributed to this bullish outlook.
According to Ernst and Young India, the size of the Indian
warehousing industry is pegged at about ₹560 billion (excluding
inventory carrying costs, which amounts to another ₹4,340
billion). The Indian MHE market witnessed a growth of around
20% on a year-on-year basis in 2017, which doubled in 2018 to
around 40 per cent. The market for MHE, such as forklifts,
stackers and reach trucks, is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 10 %
from 2016 through 2020. With global industry moving towards
Industry 4.0 & advancement in sectors such as automotive, the
material handling equipment sector will continue to flourish.
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Anil Lingayat,
Executive Vice President &
Business Head,
Godrej Material Handling,
G&B

Challenges faced
The challenges associated with setting up warehouses in India
– acquisition of land for setting up vast warehouses is a major
concern which has been aggravated by shrinking land availability
– is making retailers go vertical. Businesses are being forced to
search for vertical solutions for storage of cargo, like palletised
racking and retrieval, which makes it necessary to have automated
storage and retrieval equipment. Warehouses would ideally
require forklift vehicles, dock levellers, pallet trucks and tow
trucks which portend good news for the MHE players.

The changing face of India
A young and aspirational workforce averse to performing
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the customers’ perception of forklifts. With a reduced turning
axis, it eases navigation even along the narrowest bends. A robust
motor-gearbox combination enables these forklifts to climb up
to 21% gradient and travel at a top speed of 14kmph, ensuring
robust performance.With the emergence of Lithium-ion (Li-ion)
batteries, carrying an extra set of replaceable batteries during
multi-shift operations, is redundant. Features including fast and
opportunity charging ensure that cells don’t need to be swapped
when they run out of charge. Since they do not use lead and acid,
they provide more power through green technology.
Smart charging solutions further add muscle to equipment.
These are designed to deliver high charging proficiency and
reduce the energy cost. Adaptive charging technology helps to
extend battery life while keeping the business in motion. There
are also one-charger-fits-all devices that come with the provision
of scheduled charging and data recording.Wet disk brakes offer
unparalleled performance for 6000 hours with no maintenance
whereas ordinary brakes demand maintenance after every 1000
hours. Designed to achieve effective braking even during
extensive operations and in severe conditions, it reduces operator
fatigue as it involves lesser effort in braking.

Growth signals

menial jobs is, in part, fuelling the demand for MHE. The low
threshold for manual labour with increasing thrust on automation
and digitisation has accelerated the growth of the MHE sector.
Another critical factor that has given the MHE business a shot in
the arm has been the government of India’s decision to implement
the Goods and Services Tax (GST). The introduction of GST has
been a crucial piece of reform for the manufacturing and goods
aggregation industry as it has facilitated the consolidation and
construction of warehouses and distribution centres.
Unlike in the past when companies with PAN-India
operations were forced to set up warehouses across the country to
comply with the local tax regulations, post-implementation of the
unified tax regime, companies are better equipped to create
bigger and better warehouses but in far less numbers.

Accent on technology
To capitalise on the opportunities, significant players in the
MHE sector have already introduced a slew of new product
solutions guaranteeing a manifold improvement in efficiency,
performance and productivity. Forklifts with electronically
synchronised powerful twin traction motors promise to change
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The signs of a positive transformation are already visible.
Various sectors, such as auto, capital goods, food & beverages,
paper and construction, are expected to grow between 6 and
15% annually over the next three years. According to estimates,
investment in warehousing can provide returns ranging
between 12 to 20% annually.
However, to optimally maximise the opportunities, MHE
players will have to consolidate and provide innovative
solutions to move into high gear of growth. India does not
have a standard load-carrying policy for manual labour, which
encourages businesses to pile employees engaged for such
work with heavy loads. Lack of palletisation at the factories
and warehouses is another issue. Automated material handling
is not possible without proper palletisation and stacking of
goods. This again encourages businesses to deploy manual
labour to lift and shift discreet loads.
The much-awaited National Logistics Policy is expected to
pave the way for standardisation and regulation of the logistics
industry, which, in turn, will help in laying down standards for
load handling. The policy also envisages bringing down logistics
cost from the current 14% of GDP to about 9%. With reduced
logistics cost, warehousing and transport players will be able to
improve operational efficiencies by deploying automated
equipment for stacking and shifting of goods. With exciting
times ahead for the MHE sector, major players are gearing up to
ride the next wave of growth for the industry. ☐
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Growth of machine tool through
dynamic efficiency and precision
Dynamic efficiency focuses on all processes with high cutting forces
and high metal removal rates. As for dynamic precision, it makes
precise machining operations quicker. The following article discusses
how dynamic efficiency and dynamic precision make it possible for
machinists to fully apply the potential of their machine tools.
Dynamic efficiency allows greater removal rates and thus,
raises output without compelling the user to turn to other tools.
As for dynamic precision, it boosts production rates, cuts down
dynamic deviations of a machine tool, and positively increases
machining operations. Eventually, the two lead to high
improvement in accuracy.

Dynamic efficiency: More chips in less time
With dynamic efficiency, Heidenhain exploits the power of
machine and tools, in order to make heavy machining even more
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Managing Director
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efficient. At the same time, the mechanical load is limited in order
to reduce wear on machines and keep tools in use as long as
possible. Dynamic efficiency supports all processes with high
cutting forces and high metal removal rates. It combines
performance-enhancing controller functions with time-saving
machining strategies. For example, Active Chatter Control (ACC)
suppresses the inclination of a machine to chatter, whereas
Adaptive Feed Control (AFC) always ensures the best possible
machining feed rate. The “trochoidal milling” machining strategy
serves to reduce wear on the tool while roughing slots and
pockets, and can very easily be used as a cycle. The effort is worth
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it. Metal removal rates 20% to 25% greater are possible, which
significantly increases the cost efficiency.

ACC—active reduction of chatter vibrations
High cutting forces come into play during roughing and
particularly during machining of hard-to-cut materials. This can
result in chatter vibrations. Active Chatter Control (ACC) is a
powerful controller function that reduces the tendency toward
tool chatter. Chatter vibrations leave blemishes on the workpiece
surface. At the same time, the tool is subject to heavy and irregular
wear. In unfavorable situations, the tool can even break. This
chatter also places a heavy mechanical load on the machine tool.
ACC protects the machine tool against the effects of chatter
vibrations, and at the same time, increases its performance. The
ACC algorithm actively counters the disturbing vibrations. This
permits greater infeeds, leading to higher metal removal rate. For
certain machining tasks, the increase is easily more than 20%.

AFC—profiting from the best feed rate possible
Adaptive Feed Control (AFC) shortens the machining time
by automatically increasing the feed rate in machining zones with
less material removal. This depends primarily on the spindle
power and further process data. AFC, therefore, always ensures
the best possible feed rate when there are fluctuations in the
cutting depths or material hardness. This increases the efficiency.
The application is simple: Before machining, one should
specify the maximum and minimum limit values for spindle
power in a table. The values are determined by having the TNC
record the maximum spindle power consumed during a teach-in
cut. The adaptive feed control then continuously compares the
spindle power with the feed rate, and attempts to maintain the
maximum spindle power during the entire machining period.
AFC also offers another advantage: As a tool becomes blunt,
the spindle power increases and the control reduces the feed rate.
AFC can initiate an automatic tool change if the maximum
spindle power is reached. This reduces the mechanical load on
the machine and effectively protects the spindle from overloading.

Trochoidal milling—using the tool’s potential
The control supports the trochoidal milling machining
strategy with an easily programmable cycle. This significantly
accelerates roughing of any contour slots. The cycle
superimposes a circular tool movement over a linear feed
movement. For this one needs an end mill that can remove
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material over its entire cutting edge. “Scraping out” the material
in this manner lets the machine work with large cutting depths
and high cutting speeds. Circular plunging into the material
places less radial force on the tool. This reduces the mechanical
load on the machine and prevents vibration.

Combining trochoidal milling with AFC
A significant gain in efficiency can be expected if trochoidal
milling is combined with adaptive feed rate control. Since the tool
moves on a circular arc, a part of this movement is in the air. In
this situation, AFC moves the tool at a much higher feed rate.

Software combination for efficient heavy machining
A high metal removal rate in the least amount of time possible
is the measure for efficient roughing operations. The functions
for heavy machining place great importance on ensuring that the
machine’s dynamic behaviour is not impaired, while at the same
time maintaining high accuracy—regardless of whether the
functions are used separately or in combination.

The role of dynamic precision
With dynamic precision, Heidenhain exploits the accuracy
potential of the machine tool. Dynamic precision makes it
possible to compensate for dynamic deviations of the machine
tool, and ensures that workpieces with increased contour accuracy
and even better surfaces are produced, while also increasing the
machining velocity.
Dynamic Precision comprises:
Cross Talk Compensation (CTC): CTC compensates for position
deviations that result from the compliance between two axes.
With it, the jerk can increase by a factor of 2 and machining times
can be reduced by up to 15%.
Active Vibration Damping (AVD): AVD actively dampens
vibrations. It suppresses dominant low-frequency vibration
(machine setup vibrations or elasticity in the power train). To
attain comparable surfaces without AVD it would be necessary to
reduce the jerk values by up to a factor of 3.
Position Adaptive Control (PAC): PAC regulates the feed rate
depending on the position. PAC changes machine parameters
depending on the axis positions. This achieves improved contour
accuracy within the entire range of traverse of the feed axes.
The machining of a workpiece is often a conflict of interest; if
the workpiece is to have exact contours, the milling operations
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The comparison shows that the blemishes are
avoided on the surface machined with ACC

can’t be too fast. But if higher feed rates are required, the contour
accuracy and surface definition usually suffer. So what’s to be
done? Modern manufacturing enterprises are always faced with
the challenge of simultaneously achieving higher accuracies and
shorter machining times. Increased production rates and cost
pressure force parts manufacturers to reduce their door-to-door
times. Stringent demands on the accuracy & the surface definition
should be met without time-consuming touch-up work.
It would appear that this conflict cannot be resolved. But this
is exactly where dynamic precision comes into play. Dynamic
precision makes exact machining operations even faster, and
increases production rates. Machine operators don’t waste time
or money on unnecessary scrap. Dynamic precision for TNC
controls is a package of optional functions that ideally complement
each other. These controller functions improve the dynamic
accuracy of machine tools. Milling operations on a machine with
dynamic precision can be performed faster and more accurately.

Dynamic deviations are the cause
Dynamic deviations are transient position/angular deviations
or vibrations at the tool center point (TCP). They increase when
the speed of NC program execution increases. The drive control
usually cannot compensate the dynamic deviations completely.
This leads to a following error between the nominal position and
the actual position of the feed axes. The following error is a
measure of the quality of the feedback control, i.e. how well the
control traces a nominal contour. The dynamic deviations change
over the lifetime of a machine, since the frictional forces in the
guideways change due to wear, for example. Dynamic deviations
usually also increase in machines with table kinematics when
heavy workpieces are clamped on.

How do dynamic deviations arise?
Dynamic deviations are the direct result of machining
operations. Machining forces, i.e. high moving forces and torques,
briefly deform parts of the machine. The tool is continuously
accelerated & decelerated again. Due to the inertia of the masses,
the nominal and actual positions of the tool then no longer match.
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But even the drive train itself is not completely rigid. Vibrations
can arise due to a certain elasticity of the components.
In order to accomplish a change in direction while
machining complex path contours, the axes must be braked
and accelerated. The more rapidly this occurs, the greater is the
jerk. The jerk is the measure for the duration of changing
acceleration. The greater the jerk, the more the machine begins
to vibrate. This leads to dynamic deviations, and especially on
slightly curved surfaces to visible shading. Until now this could
only be prevented by slower feed rates. But now the time has
come for dynamic precision.

What does dynamic precision do?
Dynamic precision reduces the dynamic deviations of a
machine tool. Particularly at high feed rates and rapid
accelerations can dynamic precision show its strength, by
compensating for the deviations that arise. This enables
machinists to fully utilise the potential of their machine tools.
Test operations have shown that the accuracy can be improved,
even if the jerk is increased by a factor of 2. At the same time, it
was possible to reduce the milling time by up to 15%.

How does dynamic precision work?
The Heidenhain controller functions compensate for
deviations, dampen vibrations, and regulate machine parameters
in dependency of the current position, inertia and velocity. This is
done without modification of the machine’s mechanics. Dynamic
precision maintains the accuracy, subject to the current motion
and load.

Conclusion
Dynamic precision significantly speeds machining
operations, while at the same time, improving accuracy. This
means that machinists much less frequently need to turn the
feed-rate potentiometer to the left in order to reduce the feed
rate. High precision is possible together with fast machining, no
matter how heavy the workpiece is. ☐
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Hybrid solution: Combining conventional
CNC machining with industrial 3D printing
Hybrid manufacturing process ensures maximum productivity in metalworking applications.
The case study explains how Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies has developed a CNCbased hybrid tool solution, the Ambit™ multi-task system, which can be integrated into
almost any CNC metalworking machine.
As manufacturing technology spreads, the advantages of
hybrid manufacturing are obvious. Hybrid manufacturing
systems, prepared with both additive and subtractive
manufacturing proficiencies, could be a turning point for the
industry. Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies’ solution,
Ambit™, enables the alternate use of metal removal and metal
deposition heads in the tool spindle and ensures optimised
machine communication through the use of a PC-based
control platform with EtherCAT as the fast fieldbus system.
The hybrid tool solution from Hybrid Manufacturing
Technologies combines conventional CNC technology and
additive production processes, with the ability to provide both
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machining and metal deposition tools on the same spindle.
The tool change is performed automatically. Machine tool
manufacturers who opt for the Ambit™ hybrid solution can
expand the possibilities of their standard CNC machine by
integrating Additive Manufacturing without additional and
tedious re-clamping operations and programming steps.
The post-treatment of components, such as, polishing,
milling and surface sandblasting, can also be done with the
same machine equipment, so that transfer to another
production cell for finishing is not required. The use of
different material compositions for the same product is also
possible and inspection during production guarantees quality
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The Ambit™ hybrid kit was developed to
offer compatibility with most CNC machine
configurations and robot platforms

grades that cannot otherwise be achieved or determined.

Fully-automatic tool change for CNC machining
and 3D printing
“The Ambit™ hybrid kit was developed to offer compatibility
with most CNC machine configurations and robot platforms,”
explains Dr Jason Jones, Managing Director and Founder,
Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies and goes on, “Equipping
an existing multi-axis CNC machine with automatically
exchangeable deposition heads makes 3D printing in metal
possible without having to purchase a separate machine. This
not only reduces costs, but also enables extensive options in
the operation of CNC machines.”
The hybrid system supports a wide range of processing heads
with different geometries, laser profiles, powder supply
configurations and unfocused beams in order to enable a variety
of processing steps. These include 3D metal application, welding,
marking, chipping, drilling, pre-heating, annealing/relief, surface
re-melting and cleaning, and much more. The standard
equipment can accommodate up to 15 processing heads.
However, an unlimited number of heads can be added, depending
on the space in the tool changer & the control system performance.

HMI solution
The Ambit™ control platform consists of a CP2218 Panel PC
with 18.5-inch multi-touch display that runs TwinCAT 3
automation software, as well as an EK1100 EtherCAT coupler
with in-line connected EtherCAT I/O terminals. “Hybrid
Manufacturing Technologies was particularly impressed by the
HMI solution from Beckhoff and the possibility to use EtherCAT
technology in the processing head,” stresses Jones.
Peter Coates, Co-founder, Hybrid Manufacturing
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Technologies, adds, “We can supply our customers with
processing heads tailored precisely to unique application
requirements that are usable on just about any machine tool.
The use of EtherCAT as the communication system makes
connection to other production cells simple. TwinCAT 3 also
simplifies the connection to other company systems, even
extending into the integration of customer-owned Ethernetbased control and ERP solutions. In the future, we will
continue using Beckhoff control technology as the standard in
the advanced hybrid solutions we supply to the global market.”

Efficient engineering with TwinCAT 3
Coates comments on the transition to the PC-based control
solution, saying, “It was a significant upgrade from our previous
solution, and after a minimum amount of training, we were able
to integrate all our engineering processes into TwinCAT 3. The
advantage of programming with structured text is that we do
not have to change the platform; instead, we can simply add
new PLC code. This means that all controllers run programs
made with the same code, which is incredibly helpful.”

Next steps in the development process
In March 2015, Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies won
the International Award for Additive Manufacturing (IAMA)
at the MFG meeting in Orlando, Florida, USA, which was
awarded for the first time. However, the innovative company
is already looking ahead to the future, envisioning the next
development steps: these include the migration of the machine
tool into the offices to drive research and development, as well
as the development of a user interface that is intended to
become the basis of a future industry standard. ☐
Courtesy: Beckhoff Automation
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Design automation delivers
proficiency with optimisation
DesignTech Systems collaborated with a North America-based leading industrial radiators
manufacturer to optimise their radiator designs and provide design-for-manufacturing
assistance to their manufacturing counterparts in North America and China. The case study
throws a light on the process, various challenges, and solutions implemented by the team to
overcome the hurdles and deliver efficient and desired results.
Each of the client company’s radiators are designed and
manufactured to suit the requirements of their clients’ specific
needs considering the engines they use and the functional
requirements. Hence, every radiator is unique and customised.
Considering the competitive scenario and pressure of
shortening their design and manufacturing timelines, the
client company felt the need to review and redefine their
design and manufacturing processes. Also, the costs incurred
in manufacturing every single unique unit was substantially
high which necessitated them to also go for part communisation
and design optimisation. Design-for-manufacturing was
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another critical area for them since the manufacturing was
going to be done either in North America or China. Another
significant aspect of this was to get designs right the first time,
considering humongous costs required for the rework which
might even result in forfeiting the entire product.
Since DesignTech met all their criteria pertaining to
capabilities & competencies possessed, experience in
mechanical engineering projects, price point offered & quality
and turnaround time; a JV was proposed and entered into,
signing and authorising DesignTech Systems as their exclusive
design partner in India.
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Challenges
• Restricted experience of working on unique standards:
DesignTech team had not worked exclusively on designing
unique industrial radiators based on customers’ distinctive
requirements. This required every radiator to be designed
specifically to match every customers’ standards and
objectives. This was a highly specialised job that required lot
of customisation. Which is why the team had to collaborate
extensively with the client company to understand the
specifications and work on the critical design aspects based
on the insights provided to deliver successful results.
• Cross continent communication & coordination: Project
necessitated the team to communicate and coordinate with
the parties in North America and their manufacturing
counter parts in China. The transactions required sharing of
detailed BOMs and manufacturing drawings to be submitted
to North America and China manufacturing unit that would
enable them to manufacture the radiators seamlessly.
• Unawareness of customer manufacturing procedures:
Considering the uniqueness of every radiator design,
designs had to be done in such a way as to facilitate
production in small quantities. Also, the manufacturing was
to be carried out in North America and China, so excess care
that to be taken to ensure precise and flawless design
communication. During initial stages, the team was
oblivious to the manufacturing practices followed at both
the manufacturing locations, thus making working on
designs more challenging
• Working with double metrics systems: Different
measurement systems followed by North America & China
required DesignTech team to provide 2D drawings in inches
to North American client and in millimetres to China based
manufacturing units. Even the minutest of the geometric
error would have cost dearly if the provided 2D drawings
contained incorrect geometric numbers and dimensions.
• Faster turnaround time: In order to timely cater to their
customers, the client expected shorter design cycles that
would help them match the delivery timelines committed to
their customers.

Solutions
• Knowledge transfer: DesignTech technical team visited the
client’s facility in North America to learn and understand in
detail about industrial radiators and comprehend the scope
of work. This visit helped them gather all the required
information & knowledge about design and manufacturing
essentials and constraints that would help them work on the
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solution finding and redefine design process to meet the
expected objectives of quality, standard, time and costs of
development. Also, the team was able to visualize and
understand the manufacturing processes being followed at
the client’s end. This helped them perceive the necessary
precautions to be undertaken and attention-to-details to be
noted so as to not face any hindrances in manufacturing.
• Dedicated server: Dedicated server helped share information
and data without having to worry about security. Only the
designated people had the access to that server which
ensured that data did not fall into the wrong hands or
unauthorised personnel. Sharing information through
server also ensured a single flow of communication without
causing ambiguity and miscommunication.
• Maintaining bi-metrics discipline: All the design data was
stored and shared in both the metrics i.e. inches and
millimetres to avoid any misunderstanding and keep the
communication clear of all confusion.
• Design automation: DesignTech design team automated
certain design processes that contained standard or uniform
parts. This was done using Autodesk Inventor and Visual
Basic. This relieved them of the repetitive work while also
saving considerable time. Design automation helped them
complete an otherwise 15 days job in astonishing 5 hours.
This helped them deliver designs early to the client company
thus realising their requirement of quicker turnaround
time. This was particularly appreciated by the client.

Additional Engagement
In addition, the team also helped the customer company
design a lightweight frac truck radiator that was significantly
lighter than any available radiator in the market and helped
customer gain majority market share in this competitive market.
This new radiator design is one of the largest selling and preferred
frac truck radiators in the market today.

Conclusion
Design automation enabled the client to achieve quicker
turnaround time. With this the client could attain their product
design and manufacturing objectives. Team’s willingness to learn
about new product and maintain discipline in storing the data in
double metrics added to the efficiency and effectiveness of the
project delivery.
Thus, DesignTech’s contribution, quality of work produced,
proficiency on software and expertise in design-for-manufacturing
were highly appreciated by client company. ☐
Courtesy: DesignTech Systems
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Turning towards greater plant transparency
A majority of manufacturers are looking for detailed visibility and transparency in their plant for
a higher level of production, which needs to be achieved in an advanced mode. This is necessary
for manufacturers to make cognizant, data-driven decisions. The article throws light on what
needs to be done to achieve plant transparency, how operational
data can allow plant managers to be aware of the complete
Milind Kulkarni
effectiveness of their manufacturing systems, and how MES and
Head of Business Development –
Industrial Automation
Siemens
MIS are aiding decision-makers throughout the enterprise.
On the pursuit to achieve the highpoint of quality control,
manufacturers are gathering enormous amounts of information
to understand and see accurately what is happening on the plant
floor. This also calls for high amount of visibility and
transparency to make the most of the production and processes
being carried out.

Turn visibility into value with plant transparency
For many years, manufacturers have been perusing and
seeking transparency for production information, processes and
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resources. Obtaining production plant transparency requires
time, patience and due effort. Putting all this together,
Manufacturing Resource Planning Systems are developed.
Manufacturing Resource Planning Systems consider the
manufacturing shop floor like a black box. The tracking of work
orders and required materials were the input for the black box
and the finished products were the output of the black box. There
was no emphasis or focus on the actual manufacturing stages
while transforming work order and the material.
Many enterprises invested in Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems with the thought that it would eventually improve
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visibility in manufacturing. However, the key topics remained
out of focus while taking steps. They failed to add the ability to
their manufacturing systems to unlock the operational data
(manufacturing data mainly comprising of stage-wise production
data, product data and production process data). The operational
data can empower plant managers and executives to be informed
about the overall efficacy of their manufacturing systems,
enabling them to make timely decisions.
The new generation Manufacturing Execution Systems
(MES) and Manufacturing Intelligence Systems (MIS) are now
enabling the collection, presentation, and analysis of critical and
real-time data being generated in various manufacturing stages of
the plant. This helps the decision makers throughout the
enterprise. Even the supply chain can respond to the findings in
time, and control the throughput, quality and optimisation of
manufacturing bottlenecks, if any. If streamlining and
rationalisation of the manufacturing process with optimal energy
& resource utilisation is the main objective, then having complete
transparency of the entire manufacturing process is vital.

The existing state of the manufacturing industry
Manufacturers today can be classified into three categories:
Laggards: These manufacturers typically have semi-automatic
or manual manufacturing processes and are struggling to
achieve sustainability.
Manufacturers with industry average stature: These
manufacturers have at least a partially automated set-up with
some degree of integration. They typically work in a reactive
fashion. They act upon or respond to the aggregated findings
after things happen and later bring corrections.
Best-in-class manufacturers: These manufacturers have largely
automated and integrated plants, including supply chain
functions and warehouse management with real-time data
capturing abilities. The data transparency can be in stages or a
complete form, including the plant floor and the availability of
dashboards with Business Intelligence (BI). This enables them to
proactively make quick decisions to mitigate challenges and work
more efficiently to deliver the best throughput with excellent
quality parameters, avoiding bottlenecks. They are always ready
to accept and cater to changing demands of the market.
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Main requirements for plant transparency
All manufacturers need to be agile to cater to the constantly
changing demands of the market for which a ‘flexible’
manufacturing set-up with complete transparency is the key.
Plant transparency boosts one’s competitive edge and enables
sustainable growth. The key objectives that will help
implement the action plan for a flexible plant with
transparency are as follows:
• Define the degree of plant automation with standardisation
required
• Enable integrated plant set-up and not islands of automation
• Bring in the ability of automation nodes within the plant to
deliver real-time data
• Procure adequate and proper software tools that provide the
required BI and dashboards
One needs to imbibe the above points as an essential
management philosophy. In the present age, the investments
needed to start this journey are surely not exorbitant compared to
the earlier times. A step-by-step approach for achieving the
ultimate goal of a fully transparent plant is simple and effective.
While deciding on the automation scheme, standardisation
approach and the adoption of the right software tools in a
gradational manner that can be considered to ensure that the
planned journey towards Industry 4.0 is hassle-free. Choosing
the ‘right’ partner for this journey is pivotal, else it is a ‘penny
wise pound foolish’ approach. One must look objectively and
identify the league of manufacturers one belongs to, then
deliberate, ideate and navigate through the journey to achieve
the desired goal of digitalisation.

Achieving plant transparency
To achieve plant transparency, manufacturers need to discuss
and understand various requirements in detail. A ‘fully
transparent plant’ can be achieved in a progressive manner.
First, one needs to know where they stand on the pathway to
achieve full plant transparency and decide on the next essential
steps and milestones that need to be realised to achieve the
ultimate objective. Once a clear objective is set and the objective
analysis is completed, one needs to establish a core team of
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Having various stages integrated through
right ‘networks’ is very important

relevant members from different stages of SCM, sales,
manufacturing, technology, project team or consultants, plant
maintenance, delivery logistics (whatever is applicable based on
the prevailing manufacturing set-up).
Second, one should list down the critical information/data
essential for analysis and generating appropriate BI. The
generated BI needs to be offered on a dashboard and prompt
people to start the actions to mitigate changes with respect to a
schedule change, product change, downtimes and asset
management or any process which may be relevant to the
specific manufacturing set-up. One should identify the
possibilities of capturing this data from relevant nodes and
needs to think about what automation is required to be deployed
to achieve the desired data capture.

Choosing the right platform
Since many manufacturing processes are sequential and
somehow interlinked with respect to their inputs and outputs,
having various stages integrated through right ‘networks’ is also
very important. This will enable easy information flow from one
stage to the other.
Choosing the right platform for automation is also very
critical as the PLC used therein needs to make the real-time data
available to the upper layer in the easiest way. If the set-up has
existing automation and no possibility of data pick-up from
existing PLC, one needs to choose the right IoT gateway to enable
the intended data pick-up rather than scrapping the existing PLC
and replacing it with new technology devices. The essential point
to remember is that for all the new equipment/machinery one is
planning for, one should critically decide what PLC to choose to
ensure the possibility of easy and direct data capture.
A scheme that people tend to use is that they collate the data
in a Line SCADA or Plant SCADA and then connect to the
upper layer where the software tools are incorporated to deduce
the BI out of the captured data and provide the result/messages
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on a dashboard. This philosophy is neither right nor wrong. It
purely depends upon the data type and the category that
manufacturers want to pick and the extent of the data being
critically real-time in the scheme of the data analysis process.

Leveraging ERP data
A thoughtful implementation of integrated MES can bring a
great deal of success in achieving desired operational excellence.
The goal is to leverage ERP data to drive plant production,
pegging customer orders to work-in-process, providing visibility
into operations, reporting on production and testing data relative
to KPIs and providing the real-time information to decision
makers so that they can respond rapidly to unexpected production
issues and opportunities. To realise all this, having an integrated
MES becomes essential.
• Begin with modelling of the production environment using
the appropriate MES tool kit
• Consider business rules, capabilities and standard library
components to create the basic structures for major
processes
• Legacy systems and real-time control are also to be integrated
into the solution. This can help manufacturing decision
makers receive quite a large amount of data out of their
information which typically would be zero prior to MES.
• Time-critical data, decision support tools, and most
importantly, the ability to enact change, are made available
via dashboards to decision makers throughout
manufacturing
To conclude, choosing the right degree of automation at
each stage of manufacturing, choosing the right automation
platform and intermediates, having complete standardisation in
terms of automation scheme and complete integration of
various manufacturing stages are the essentials required to
prepare the manufacturing plant for completely transparent
operations. ☐
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Hans Niederhaeuser
Retired Sales Manager
Blaser Swisslube AG

20 years ago, our retired Sales Manager Hans
Niederhaeuser personally filled the central system
at Tata Motors in Pune with Blasocut 4000 Strong.
Thanks to our unique Bio-Concept, this coolant
is incredibly stable and gentle to humans and the
environment.

Test us. It‘s worth it.
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Bottled water company implements
large-format IR Windows
One of North America’s leading bottled water companies - dedicated to both providing
customers with healthy hydration options and keeping its employees safe - needed a
solution to help optimise the asset life cycles. This case study explores the cost-effective,
consistent maintenance processes adopted for the facilities, and the technologies needed
to support and sustain the processes.
One of the leading bottled water companies in North
America primarily brought in consultants for recommendations
on placement, sizing, and types of infrared windows to be
installed at the Ontario, Canada facility. After an initial site
survey, the consultants recommended the IRW-xPC series in
various sizes to complete this project. The IRW-xPC series is a
NEMA 4 / IP65 rated IR window and ideal for indoor
applications. Available sizes are 6, 12, and 24 inches.

Analysis of inspection program
The company developed a reliability and maintenance policy
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that includes a 3-5 year improvement plan, which was then
communicated to all employees. It outlined all essential reliability
and maintenance elements, their key performance indicators,
why these are important and the importance of a Reliability
Centered Maintenance (RCM) and Reliability Based Maintenance
(RBM) programme for overall plant safety. The company had
done the necessary research and determined that they would
retrofit using the transparent polymer infrared windows - a safer
method of conducting standards-compliant inspections. It was
decided by the reliability team to implement the large format
infrared polymer windows for main switchgear bus connections;
main breaker connections & fused switches to help eliminate the
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The use of polymer IR windows allows more
convenient and frequent inspections resulting the
ability to catch and fix potential problems long
before they turn into unexpected outages

hazard of live work by finding hot spots through the IR windows.
As a result, more frequent inspections of energised
equipment could be performed by retrofitting with IR windows
for routine inspections. The closed panel inspections with the
windows in place did not require the elevated levels of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) mandated in NFPA 70E, thus
reducing time and maintenance costs. Thermal imaging was not
new to the maintenance and reliability team as they had
previously retrofitted some equipment with traditional round
calcium fluoride windows. However, it was determined that a
transparent polymer IR window available in various large
formatted sizes would provide both visual and thermal
inspection with fewer units needing to be installed.
The polymer-based IR windows are unaffected by
environmental and mechanical stresses that often impact IR
windows fitted to electrical distribution equipment. By installing
polymer-based windows, the company could help ensure that
temperature data collected through the IR window would be
accurate and reliable for the whole life of the installation.
Industrial-grade IR windows meet mandatory impact and load
testing requirements of UL, CSA, IEEE and IEC. With the
infrared windows installed, there was no need to remove panels
or wear increased levels of PPE. Inspections could now be
performed more often and on electrical equipment that had
previously been considered “un-inspectable” due to high levels
of arc flash incident energy.

The installation processes
• Pre-planning to identify the equipment and obtain approval
to shut down.
• De-energising the equipment with two electricians to make
sure it was safely isolated, locked out and tagged out.
• Once de-energised, the two electricians removed all covers
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on the equipment in question.
• IR windows were installed using supplied drill/cut templates
in the appropriate location and the covers were replaced.
• Appropriate PPE was put on by the electricians and the
equipment was re-energised.
• Together with operations, the electricians confirmed the
equipment was operating at normal load levels and allowed
enough time for the equipment to become thermally stable.
• Thermographer electrician then performed the infrared
inspection on the equipment to secure baseline
temperature data.
• Personnel completed the inspection by taking notes of any
problems discovered.

Results
The bottled water company has recognised a huge savings in
time and money with the implementation of transparent
polymer infrared windows into their condition-based
monitoring program. The use of polymer IR windows allows
more convenient and frequent inspections resulting the ability
to catch and fix potential problems long before they turn into
unexpected outages. In this way, the bottled water locations will
see increased Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) on their
critical electrical infrastructure. Most large facilities with large
distribution power systems find that their insurance provider
requires annual IR inspections of their electrical systems. This
mandate is a direct result of verbiage found in NFPA 70B but
retrofitting IR windows enables the facility to perform these
inspections in a fraction of the time and in a much safer way.
Based on the results at the first sites, the bottled water
company has now proceeded with implementation of the IR
window solutions at 29 of their sites around North America. ☐
Courtesy: FLIR Systems
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How to prepare your
team for Industry 4.0
With the manufacturing industry slowly making its shift towards Industry 4.0, it is
necessary for Indian manufacturing companies to upgrade themselves as Industry 4.0
isn’t just an engineering department project, but a companywide initiative. This article
elucidates the various reasons hindering manufacturing
industries from accepting Industry 4.0 and the diverse
measures that can be taken in order to ensure companies
Srinivas Rao K
CEO Coach
Indian Manufacturing Academy
rise themselves beyond just automation.
Companies that want to shift from a ‘low automation
environment’ to ‘high automation environment’ and companies
that are trying to use Industry 4.0 elements would face problems
in making the technology work and deliver results that they are
looking for. I have seen companies who bought highly automatic
machines and struggle with these machines. They face some of
the following problems:
• The output from automated machine never reaches 100%
• The quality of the production is worse than the output from
manual machines
• There are high breakdowns in the automated machine
• The whole team is generally uncomfortable with the
automated machine
• Many of the controls on the machine are bypassed
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The overall experience of the company on account of the ‘higher
technology’ does not encourage it to go for more such machines.
I have seen companies use the automated machines with one/two
manpower as the ‘feeding’ is not working or the operators will
have to keep ‘adjusting’ the machine. This is an euphemism for
not using the machine for its intended purpose.
There are some companies who have set up a new plant with
a much more automated set-up and expect it to be much better
than the older plants. Here again, the experience is mixed. These
plants which started-off with an automated set-up are certainly
better than the ones that have a ‘mixed’ population of manual
and automatic machines, but still some of the problems like ‘by
passing the controls’ happens even in these plants.
What are the reasons for Indian manufacturing companies
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If there are too many breakdowns, the
‘people’ element is pushed to do more in
the time the machines are available

not being comfortable with automation, automated machines? I
am not even talking about using Industry 4.0 fully in the
company for which the company must rise itself beyond just
automation. I feel we have to look at the way in which work
happens in the era of manual machines to understand why it
does not happen properly in the automated machines era.
The work environment in ‘manual machines’ era is punctuated
with the following:
People management: The skill in most demand in this
environment is ‘people management’. If one can manage people
well, then he is a good manager. In case of trouble, one only
needs to ask the people to ‘adjust’. The ‘people management’
usually does not have any standard. Every leader will try to
manage them in his/her own way.
Unstructured: As ‘people management’ is the skill in demand
and people are very flexible or so one treats them, there is no
need for much of systems and structure. The production
happens in a convenient manner. The daily problems define
how the work is carried out on that day. The centre piece i.e.
people, are the adjustable element.
Control of situation: The shop leaders have full control on the
situation as they decide what has to be done in the case of a
problem, because they are great people managers. So, the shop
leaders are the bosses.
Gross level: Every situation is dealt with at a very gross level. If
there are too many breakdowns, the ‘people’ element is pushed
to do more in the time the machines are available. Many
companies end up investing into more capacity and using only
60-70% of it due to the various losses that have been accepted as
‘normal’. No one goes into the depth of each issue and try to
improve them. There are easier solutions.
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Thriving on problems: The situation is so much dependent on
the shop team; they keep enjoying more control if there are
more problems. They are not good at solving the problems, but
they do show shortcuts to the management that will deliver
what is needed today. The management is also quite
short-sighted to accept that and not look beyond it.
Managing small area: In manual machines environment, the
breadth of control for a manager is normally small as they have
to ‘skillfully’ manage the production.
Flexibility(?): The management very often feels they have a lot of
flexibility in manual machines environment as they can bring
about changes more easily. These changes may be too costly for
the company, but they are able to do it anyway.

Other inefficiencies
In every manufacturing plant, there are other inefficiencies like • Quality problems that are never resolved for the past 50 years
• Breakdowns that never seem to reduce
• Material shortages that never seem to be solved
• Production planning problems that stay forever
These inefficiencies are accepted as part of ‘normal’.
I am sure you would have come across several superheroes
in the form of production managers/supervisors who ‘manage’
the shop floor. It is not very uncommon to see leaders from the
operators who ‘control’ the poduction in certain areas in the
factory. So, this is the kingdom of the ‘manual control’. There
may be a few companies that have learnt how to handle the
automated set up, but these examples are very few. Even the
companies that claim they are highly automated are found
wanting on the shop floor.
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In an automated environment the man is in
control. He is expected to build the system, train
people and not thrive on day-to-day adjustments.

Environment of automated machines
In the environment where one has more automated
machines, many of the behaviours in the ‘manual machines’
era are challenged.
• Higher discipline and system orientation demanded: The
‘people’ element becomes less prominent on a daily basis and
it is a very important element in the automated environment.
But it is even more important as it has to take care of systems
and enforce discipline. So, the role of the ‘people’ has
changed dramatically, but the people are not changing.
Deliberate education is needed to ‘skill up’ the employees.
• Structure and efficiency: You need to have more structure in
an automated manner. If we have a highly automated
machine that costs a huge amount of money but if we are not
disciplined to do even the preventive maintenance regularly,
then the automation cannot work. We need to eliminate
inefficiencies in the production. The material problems have
to be solved and the production plan should work. The
machine maintenance has to graduate to ‘predictive
maintenance and condition monitoring’.
• Control of situation: Even in the automated environment the
man is in control. But, at a much higher level, he is expected to
build the system, train people and so on, and not thrive on the
day-to-day adjustments.
• Subtle level: One needs to get into detail in an automated
environment. It is very important to pay attention to that
small push the feeding lever is giving to every part that is
being fed into the machine from the chute. The maintenance
team is supposed to manage this ‘push of the lever’ by
maintaining the spring that is making it work. The
production/maintenance/quality teams must get into micro
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details everywhere. They need to develop analytical
capabilities and they need to have patience to manage a
system that can deliver big if managed well.
• Order and rules: From a ‘free for all’, the team has to come
to an ‘order and rules’ environment. The automated
machines need a certain care and be used in a particular way.
The maintenance has to be much better. This problem is as
difficult to address as to make all our motorists to follow the
road rules. But this is the change needed.
• Work on system: A supervisor/manager is expected to work
‘on the system’ as against working ‘in the system’ and manage
larger areas. They need to get their priorities right.
Maintaining the system is the priority and the system will
deliver big.

Change in senior management
The senior management has to change its approach to
managing. It needs to recognise this shift from ‘people’ to
‘system’ and train/review the teams accordingly. If the senior
management continues to focus on the superheroes giving
them more power, then the automation will get bypassed.
People are crucial for the success of automation, but they need
to learn to operate at a ‘higher level’ and not get stuck with the
‘adjusting’ level.
It would be good to approach automation as a ‘change of
culture’ initiative rather than just introducing more costly
machine onto the shop floor. The team has to ‘re-skill’. It is
possible to skill up the team if this is taken up deliberately.
Do not treat the automation and Industry 4.0 as a project of
the engineering department alone. It is a companywide
initiative. ☐
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Innovating through digital transformation
Growing product complexity, increasingly distributed processes and systems, and fast time
to market are some of the main drivers pushing manufacturers to urgently modernise
through digital transformation. PLM enables the collaboration across enterprise functions
and processes that is crucial to stay ahead of market and customer demands. In this context,
PTC and EM magazine recently organised a conference on “Driving Business Results &
Continuous Innovation with Digital Transformation” in Pune. The conference discussed
how digital transformation is integral to truly realise the
potential of Industry 4.0 and how PLM will help to drive
business results and continuous innovation by transforming
Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
engineering practices & product designs. A post-event report…
Today, businesses that embark on a digital transformation
journey will be able to connect more closely with customers
and speed up the pace of innovation. Besides, Product
Lifecycle Management (PLM), once solely an engineering
product development tool, has quickly become central to any
digital transformation initiatives. With this perspective, PTC
and EM magazine recently organised a conference on “Driving
Business Results & Continuous Innovation with Digital
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Transformation” in Pune, which focused on embracing a new
era of digital transformation in PLM, which results in cost
reduction, quality improvement, and accelerated time-tomarket. The event took off with a warm welcome by Shekhar
Jitkar, Publisher & Chief Editor, EM magazine. He asserted
how digitalisation is the tool to have the required quality in
the product, and in a world, where technology is moving fast,
we need to catch up with digitalisation to keep up with global
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“We need to be enable-oriented and not resultoriented,” says Ravichandran, Business Head
– Engineering Services, Softcell

standards. The first speaker of the event, Neeraj Deshpande,
Channel Sales Area – Senior Manager, PTC, spoke on ‘How
industrial companies capitalise on digital transformation’,
giving an insight into how digital transformation is integral to
truly realise the potential of Industry 4.0. “Digital
transformation is an often-used word,” Deshpande told the
audience and went on, “when we talk about digital
transformation, companies get the feeling that everything has
to be computerised. This is not true. Digital transformation is
a growth enabler and not your bread and butter; the goal is
not to be an analytics company, but to use the tool to bring in
innovation and productivity.”
Deshpande went on to explain that the critical aspects
of digital transformation are now to convert physical data
into digital data. “We, at PTC, have been into the digital
content business since 1984, and later moved to the
disruptive area, i.e. IoT. The physical to digital progression
was a natural journey for us,” he expounded and continued,
“The digital transformation has three traits – technology,
people and process – and one needs to decide what to focus
on. We can address all these three areas for our customers
at PTC. We also uniquely provide industrial companies
with deep industrial domain expertise that ensure
alignment, unique portfolio of technology that incorporates
people, and solution, and partner frameworks that
accelerate time-to-value.”

It’s all about data
This was followed by a presentation by Dhirendra
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Kulkarni, Presales Senior Director, PTC, which highlighted
how PLM enables the entire product development process
and how the PLM journey is really an engineering
transformation. He averred, “Information is available
everywhere, however, it is all disconnected. Hence, the
information continuously gets lost. Changes are made in
silos, impacting quality, cost & delivery. There is a need for
transition from standalone PLM, CAD, CAM and CAE tools
to integrated innovation platforms that provide a holistic,
integrated approach spanning from conceptual design
through service and support. This isn’t a new thing, but it is
turning into reality.” Kulkarni further went on to say that it
all comes down to data. “Data is the new oil, which also calls
for digital transformation,” he cited and went on, “we need to
define our product digitally, where there needs to be a digital
thread for the PLM transformational journey. It is important
to bring all the data together, so that one can search and reuse
it. After that, change management becomes very critical.”

Having a strong PLM
The focus then shifted to bill of materials, which is not in
PLM but in Excel or PDF. “In PLM, we suggest starting the
design with bill of material, which is a part-centric approach,”
Kulkarni explained and went on, “Once that is in place, you
can start creating a 3D model for those parts. For each of those
parts, you create the documents. So, if one searches for a part
with a part number in a PLM, he can find it.” Following this,
MA Ravichandran, Business Head – Engineering Services,
Softcell, took over, who shared what PLM is all about. “PLM
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“AR is able to provide value in many different
ways with different content and information,” says
Hardhyan Singh Sohal, Technical Sales Manager, PTC

supports complete lifecycle & all functions, where everyone,
from marketing to engineering, can use it,” he explained and
continued, “PLM is 90% of data, which is the standard data
and which one should have one’s productivity on.”
This raised an immediate question from an audience
member, where the dilemma was posed that “the customer
wanted everything yesterday”. To this, Ravichandran
responded that the product should be a standard product and
should be on the shelf. He clarified, “So, that ‘yesterday’
should be able to come to tomorrow or the day after tomorrow.
Your PLM should be so strong that it should ingrain
robustness in your product’s reusability.”

PLM gives enablement
Ravichandran went on to enlighten that innovation needs
to be embedded into our systems and one needs to know what
one is doing the PLM for. Every person from every department
can make a difference in their company if they understand
even a small aspect of PLM. So, how do successful companies
handle PLM? He explained, “PLM cannot be applied well
without the top management’s support. So, it’s necessary to
define a vision for PLM in the company, which could be that
you want to transform your business on how PLM is used.
After the vision, you need to have operational and business
objectives and define those objectives.” Subsequently, the
audience got their thinking caps on when the question was
asked, ‘What does PLM give you in contrast of ERP?’ After a
couple of relevant responses, Ravichandran revealed that it
gives enablement. “SAP or ERP give you results,” he said and
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added, “However, we invest in results and not enablement.
Therefore, we need to be enable oriented and not resultoriented.”

The value of Augmented Reality
The final presentation of the evening revolved around
Augmented Reality (AR), with an interesting live demo for the
audience. The presentation was given by Hardhyan Singh Sohal,
Technical Sales Manager, PTC, who spoke about accelerating
Augmented Reality in the industrial enterprise. He put across
that AR unlocks the value created by the convergence of the
physical and digital worlds. Moving on, Sohal threw some light
on AR’s value curve and informed, “AR is able to provide value in
many ways with different content and information. With Vuforia
Studio and Chalk, companies can start their journey with AR,
they can think of the different levels of AR sophistication. Besides,
AR helps to instruct step by-step; it instructs the entire
experience.” The presentation concluded with the live AR demo
and by naming some of PTC’s customers in India using AR, such
as, Polaris, Mercedes Benz and KTM.

A smoother journey through digitalisation & PLM
The event offered thought-provoking discussions, case study
presentations, and interactive sessions on embracing digitalisation
and the PLM journey, giving the audience a clearer picture on
how to bring about improved work force training and productivity
in manufacturing, service & after market segments and have a
faster, more accurate response to internal/ market pressures. ☐
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Taking the road to digitalisation
Industry 4.0 and the 4 th industrial revolution has lately been major buzzwords in the
manufacturing industry for several years now. There couldn’t be a better time to help
organisations adopt digital transformation of their production practices. In this context,
Siemens India recently organised the Siemens Innovation Day, which saw conversations
around output-driven and market-oriented technological as well as business model
innovations and addressed topics of relevance for India,
such as, future of energy, Artificial Intelligence, digital twin,
Internet of Things and Next47 - the start-up ecosystem. A
Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
post-event report…
As we move closer to 2020, we are reaching the next level of
digitalisation. Globally, manufacturers are digitising operations
in innumerable ways, including advances in design, engineering,
operations and maintenance. Keeping this in mind, Siemens
India recently organised Siemens Innovation Day, which was
held in Mumbai, that showcased concrete proof points together
with selected customers that demonstrated how the potential
with digitalisation is being maximised, and showcased
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innovative technologies that are helping industries, from
manufacturing to energy management to transportation, for
embracing the power of data in a digital and connected world.

Digitalisation is a must
The event took off with a warm welcome by Sunil Mathur,
MD & CEO, Siemens Limited, where he threw light on
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digitalisation gaining momentum in India, and at the same time,
there is apprehension about what it means in terms of jobs and
long-term impacts in terms of security issues. “From an India
perspective, the government is talking about the manufacturing
industry’s share going from 15% to 25% of GDP. This will not
be possible without digitalisation,” he told the audience and
went on, “So, India cannot afford to be left behind on this as
global players are already implementing digitalisation. From a
Siemens perspective, we wanted to implement this for ourselves
first. We are working with over 150 customers trying to solve
issues most important to them.”

& understand the needs of the customer. Siemens has its own
IoT unit. We have our MindSphere Application Centre, where
we have over 500 applications. Besides, we have close to 1000 AI
experts. We work together with our customers, creating
applications which are useful to them.”
Busch went on to say that connectivity is of essence. “Which
is very complex because we have to speak so many different
languages,” he clarified and went on, “all of our devices have an
embedded RTOS or linux-based connectivity OS. The whole
thing has to be designed with a high level of cybersecurity which
starts with the architecture.”

Making the customer central

IoT – an ocean of opportunities

Next, Dr Roland Busch, CTO and Member of the Managing
Board, Siemens AG, took over. He averred that we must put
customer value in the middle of our picture, where it is about
everything from productivity to efficiency. He further
expounded, “If a customer says that he/she would like to execute
his/her digital strategy, then we must start with IoT consulting

This was followed by Bettina Rotermund, Head of Marketing
& Sales Support, Siemens IoT Services, turning the attention to
what makes IoT so significant. She implied that it’s an ocean full
of opportunities, where companies applying IoT use cases are
outperforming their peers by far and applying it leads to increased
productivity and reliability, enhanced efficiency, and increased
Advt
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“We must put customer value in the middle of our
picture,” says Dr Roland Busch, CTO and Member
of the Managing Board, Siemens AG

security and prediction. So, Rotermund highlighted the question
– If IoT is so rich in opportunities, why are only 30% doing it? She
explained, “One of the main reasons behind why many are not
doing IoT is because how to create value out of IoT might not be
visible at first sight – you have to elaborate it. Furthermore, most
people get hick-ups when they think of making amendments to
their critical infrastructures.”
According to the results of Siemens & HBR pulse survey
about IoT adoption, some of the obstacles in the way of IoT
include 74% of executives saying that IoT will become a
competitive differentiator in their markets over the next two
years, while 70% strongly agree that the need to adopt IoT
technology will grow over the next two years. “That is why
clients search for somebody who knows about the industry and
about IoT. They want to have a trusted partner who goes
through the process of digital transformation with them from A
to Z,” Rotermund elucidated. Coming to cybersecurity,
Rotermund said, “Cybersecurity is mandatory. Do not bring
your critical assets into the cloud unprotected. For example,
Siemens IoT services support major electrical equipment
distributor in preparing entry into digital business.”

No automation without AI
This was followed by a session on ‘Industrial Artificial
Intelligence’ by Dr Michael May, Head of Company Core
Technology Data Analytics & AI, Siemens. He asserted, “Siemens
has over 170 years of innovation, where AI is one of the core
technologies that the company depends on. There is no future for
automation without AI.”
Further throwing light on AI autonomous learning of turbine
control, May cited that AI learns from the behaviour of a gas
turbine in operation as well as fleet data. Also, it learns a control
strategy that outperforms manually tuned turbines & AI
autonomously lowers the NOx emissions. The focus then shifted
to Next47 and its work towards investing in start-ups. It fosters
deep collaboration with Siemens and Siemens customers to grow
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start-ups and source expertise, invests in the best start-ups in
areas of strategic interest to Siemens, and selectively creates new
businesses through accelerators.

Technologies that make an impact
Robert Hardt, Partner, Global Catalyst Lead, Next47, who
presented this session, asserted, “Companies work with their
customers and develop solutions for the industry. There is a
transformation going on. We have capital available that can go
into innovation, while innovation, too, is transforming. We look
for technologies that have a profound impact on the industry. We
can create new business models and market capitalisations, which
will lead to these technologies creating new business opportunities.”

AI, Digital Twin, IoT & Next47
After the event, there were four breakout sessions on Artificial
Intelligence, Digital Twin, Internet of Things & Next47. The
session on Artificial Intelligence addressed the topics of ‘AI
Enabled Forecasting’ and ‘Non-invasive Monitoring of Oil-level
in Distribution Transformers’ and also discussed where Siemens
applies knowledge graphs.
At the session on Digital Twin, topics on ‘Digital Twins with
SIMIT Simulation platform’ and ‘Digital Twin Rotodynamic
Analyser (DiTRA)’ were discussed. Coming to the session on
Internet of Things, it was conferred how IoT and digitalisation
are becoming a reality & disrupting businesses, yet, however,
companies tend to face multiple challenges in implementing IoT
solutions. As for the session on Next47, it addressed the topics of
3D printing & cybersecurity.

Conclusion
The innovation day concluded to be a pioneering one, where
latest innovations and industry trends were talked about and how
Siemens solutions help create value for businesses and society. ☐
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Greases for rolling element bearings
Rolling element bearings, often called bearings, are one of the most common
components found in modern day machines, which are used in a variety of
equipment ranging from electric motors to gearboxes. These bearings can be
broadly categorised as – ball bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, spherical
roller bearings, needle roller bearings and tapered roller bearings. These
bearings undergo a regimented lubrication program which involves timely
relubrication to replace grease that has deteriorated, leaked away, or become
contaminated. It takes on the spot know-how backed by expertise to determine
the relubrication intervals in rolling element bearings, owing to the varying
conditions these components operate under.
Influencing factors
Generally, the smaller the bearing and faster the speed, the less frequent
is the interval for relubrication. For instance, ball bearings have a base interval
for relubrication, whereas, for a cylindrical roller, the relubrication frequency is
almost five times more relatively. Hence, there are numerous factors that
influence relubrication frequency and accelerate the process. Some of the
factors that determine the regreasing interval of the bearings are –
• Operating temperature: Higher temperatures increase a grease’s oxidation
rate, doubling it for every 18ºF (10ºC). For example, a bearing operating at
250ºF (120ºC) will require greasing 10 times
as often as one operating below 150ºF
(65ºC). Grease softens as temperatures
increase and may become fluid enough to
leak out of the housings.
• Environmental conditions: Environmental
conditions that subject bearings to
contamination, adds on to the relubrication
frequency. Bearings exhibit unusual
conditions such as excess heat emission,
noise, leakage, vibration, etc under such
conditions
• Adding grease between flushing
intervals: Many rolling element bearings
require relubrication with small quantities
of grease, between grease flushing
intervals. If the seals are in good condition,
the quantity of the grease needed may be
Range of bearings
small and infrequent
Solution
ExxonMobilTM offers premium greases for rolling element bearings that can
ensure effective relubrication such as: Mobil Polyrex™ EM Series.
The advanced thickener formulation and proprietary manufacturing
techniques of Mobil Polyrex™ EM Series provide improved bearing
performance and protection for long electric motor life. These greases
are recommended for long-life lubrication of electric motor ball and
roller bearings.

The key features of this series are:
• Enhanced grease life ensures longevity, high-temperature lubrication of
ball and roller bearings, particularly in sealed-for-life applications
• Advanced polyurea thickener, increasing durability versus conventional
polyurea greases when subjected to mechanical shear forces
• Low-noise properties is beneficial for lubrication of ball bearings in many
noise-sensitive applications
Mobilith SHC™ Series
The Mobilith SHC™ series greases are designed for a wide variety of
applications at extremes of temperature.
The key features of this series are:
• High and low temperature performance, enabling protection at high
temperatures and low torque
• Protection against wear, rust and corrosion, reducing downtime and
maintenance costs
• Structural stability in the presence of water, retraining excellent grease
performance in hostile aqueous environments
Mobilgrease XHP™ 220 Series
Mobilgrease XHP™ 220 greases are
designed for a wide range of applications
including the industrial, automotive,
construction and marine sectors. Their
performance features make them ideal
choices for operating conditions including
high temperature, water contamination,
shock loading and extended relubrication
operations.
The key features of this series are:
• Resistance to water washout and spray-off,
helping assure proper lubrication and
protection, even in the most severe water
exposure conditions
• Rust and corrosion resistance offering
protection of lubricated parts, even in
hostile, aqueous environments
• Broad multi-purpose application provides
potential for inventory rationalisation and
reduced inventory costs
Conclusion
Relubrication is paramount for ensuring effective performance, protection
and long life of rolling element bearings. When the process of relubrication
is accomplished using the right lubricant, the benefits are in the interest
of time, maintenance cost, productivity and profitability. The company
offer a range of greases for relubrication that are reliable and ensures
operational benefits for its customers.
ExxonMobil Lubricants
mobil.com/industrial
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HMI widgets

Solid carbide drills

B&R recently expanded its library of HMI widgets by introducing Skyline widget
from mapp View HMI software package, which is able to display a clear
overview of extensive manufacturing systems. The widget can also be linked to
an alarm system. The
downtime can be prevented
and hence, productivity can be
increased as the important
information about the machines
is available at a glance with the
plant operators, resulting to
which they are able to react
Skyline widget
promptly to error messages.
The interactive HMI element is
suitable for modular machines and plants in any industry. The developer simply
drags the widget into place on the HMI screen and configures it as needed.
They can choose pictures to represent the various parts of the machine and
adjust their sizes. The Skyline widget can be configured at runtime, making it
exceptionally fast and flexible to use. For an improved overview of particularly
complex plants, multiple instances of a given machine can be grouped together.
The widget can also be configured to display important statistical information or
the current status when a component is selected.

Dormer Pramet recently extended its Force program of solid carbide drills with
a specific range for stainless steel applications. The Force M assortment of
drills provide a high level of productivity consistently across a diverse variety of
machines and conditions. This
makes them ideal for general
engineering
and
sub-contract
environments. This is followed by
the recent launch of the Force X
drilling family for use in a wide range
of materials. All the Force program of
Range of solid carbide drills
drills feature a modified four-facet
split point geometry, to enhance
self-centering and hole-quality. Also, this improves chip formation, tool strength
and wear‐resistance. A unique feature of the Force drills is their Continuously
Thinned Web (CTW) technology flute construction. This offers a very strong web
design, while reducing thrust forces during drilling. Each drill in the Force range
is manufactured from premium micro-grain carbide to provide an excellent
combination of hardness and toughness, resulting in high wear resistance and
longer tool life. A strong corner design increases stability and reduces the
forces encountered during breakthrough when exiting the surface, in both
general drilling and cross-hole applications.

B&R Industrial Automation | Pune
Email: office.in@br-automation.com | Tel: +91-20-4147 8999

Dormer Pramet | New Delhi
Email: gautam.ahuja@dormerpramet.com | Tel: +91-11-46015686

IO-Link display

Clamping module

ifm electronic recently introduced an IO-Link display, E30391, which
provides more plant transparency and service information on site. This
display is a flexible solution to display
process values, texts and messages as well
as QR codes in a plant. Also, it displays up
to four assigned process values, alarms and
warning. It assures quick overview with the
help of clear text and a colour change of
text and background. The user can trigger
control actions of the PLC or acknowledge
messages. The new product can be
connected to the IO-Link master like an
actuator and controlled via PLC, as no
special software is required for
E30391 IO-Link display
configuration. Texts and settings can be
predetermined via an IO-Link device tool
such as LINERECORDER SENSOR. Furthermore, the device allows flexible
adaptation of the display, also during operations via the PLC. With this new
IO-Link display, the user gains a clear overview and is already bestequipped for Industry 4.0 by using IO-Link. Plus, the device is compatible to
IO-Link 1.1 and it can easily be integrated into each IO-Link structure.

Schunk recently developed the VERO-S NSE-A3 138 automation component for
automated machine tool loading as well as for applications in handling,
assembly, and automation technology. The clamping module is part of the
extensive SCHUNK VERO-S modular system, which allows for more than 1,000
possible combinations for efficient workpiece
clamping. For process-reliable workpiece
and clamping device exchanges, the
automation component is equipped with a
powerful blow-off function, which carefully
cleans the bearing surface during the
VERO-S NSE-A3 138
exchange process. In addition, a springactuated cone seal prevents chips or dirt
from entering the change interface. An enormous pull-down force of 8,000 N or
28,000 N which actuates the turbo function and a high dimensional stability of
the module body benefit the rigidity of automated quick-change solutions.
Thus, even high tilting moments and shear forces can be reliably absorbed.
Centring inserts with flexible elements ensure positional orientation with high
repeat accuracy and maximum process reliability in automated operation. As
part of the VERO-S modular system, the automation component benefits from a
variety of combination options - from standard plates to SCHUNK TANDEM
clamping force blocks to mechanical vices from the SCHUNK KONTEC series.

ifm electronic | Kolhapur
Email: info.india@ifm.com | Tel: +91-231-2672770
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Schunk Intec India | Bengaluru
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-405 38999
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Plain bearings
igus recently launched the lubrication-free iglidur plain bearings that are
made of high-performance plastics and ensures clean air in aircraft and
buildings. As it is important to use the microbe-resistant components
along with the right ventilation technology, which prevents the annoyance
and health hazards of microbes, the
company has developed highperformance plastics. To avoid the
development of microbes in
ventilation systems, designers rely
on machine elements that are
resistant to microbes.
In a laboratory test, seven
iglidur materials were tested for
the effect of microorganisms in
accordance with DIN EN ISA 846
method A. This test examined the
resistance of the materials to fungi
and bacteria because plastics can iglidur plain bearings
be used by microorganisms as a
source of food and can be changed by the metabolic products of the
bacteria. For the test, the plain bearings were stored in a special culture

for four weeks at 29 degrees Celsius. The result of this was that neither
any alteration was found on the tested materials, nor was there a case
of mildew.
These microbes-resistant, lubrication-free and maintenance-free
plain bearings are used in aircraft
seat and arm adjustments and for
the storage of onboard kitchen
equipment and luggage lockers. In
building technology, plain bearings
made of iglidur materials can be
found, for example, in ventilators
and in air damper regulators, which
also benefit from the corrosion-free
nature of the plastic bearings. Also,
the plain bearings display their
insensitivity to dirt. These polymer
bearings are easy to clean and
resistant to temperature, media and
chemicals. Another advantage is
that the service life of iglidur bearings can be easily determined online
with the service life calculator.
igus India | Bengaluru
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91 9341136381

Advt

Thread milling cutter
Walter recently released TC620 Supreme which is a thread milling cutter
in diameters up to M20 and has overcome the challenges like, high
cutting pressure and tool deflection in thread milling. This tool helps in
reducing the wear
to minimal cutting
forces and results in
high feeds per tooth.
It has a multi-row
concept, which not
only reduces the
machining time and TC620 Supreme thread milling cutter
wear,
but
also
improves process reliability and handling. This is true even when the tool
is used with more demanding materials, such as, stainless steels or
Inconel 718. The tool guarantees maximum process reliability with the
help of internal coolant and simple handling. The radius corrections are
seldom necessary, and when they are required, it is often only once
competitor tools have already reached the end of their tool life. The
company has launched the TC620 Supreme for thread depths of 2 and
2.5 × DN in the dimension range from M4 to M20 as well as UNC 8 to
UNC ¾.
Walter Tools | Pune
Email: pankaj.khaladkar@walter-tools.com | Tel: +91-20-30457346
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» Automation & Control
The constantly evolving demographics,
increasing network connectivity and the
need for quick real-time insights requires
close monitoring on the emerging market
opportunities in industrial automation. For
efficient production and manufacturing
process, industries are adopting the latest
technologies resolving the automation
and control issues. The upcoming edition
inspects the latest technologies in control
systems which can result in much more
efficient production rate and quality.

» Defence Manufacturing
Owing to the needs of modern technology,
there has been an increase in development
process of new weapons and technology.
The global defence industry is presently
experiencing a real time visibility of extended
supply chain and manufacturing operations.
The following issue gives insights on the
developing defence manufacturing industry
and the latest technologies that are being
adopted.

» Industrial Parts Cleaning
As a prelude to surface finishing and
to protect sensitive components, parts
cleaning is a crucial industrial process.
There are various technical functionalities
one needs to keep in mind to ensure
meeting the quality requirements standard.
The upcoming issue looks into the various
industrial parts cleaning processes,
technologies and other aspects ensuring
one meets prescribed quality standards.

» Motors & Drives
Matching drive to motors is important to
achieve the best combination of torque,
speed and efficiency. It is pivotal to
understand the fundamentals of energy
management to implement strategies
with the goal of reducing the motor and
drive cost by simultaneously decreasing
downtime. The next issue will explore the
various aspects of motors and drives in
commercial and industrial facilities.
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» EMO Hannover
One of the world’s biggest international metalworking trade
fair, EMO Hannover happening on September 16 – 21, 2019,
Germany, is a key platform to showcase innovations and an
essential driver of global production technology. The upcoming
issue will carry a preview of this leading machine tool fair.
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